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Abstract

A group of agents wants to reform the status quo if and only if this is Pareto im-

proving. Agents have private information and may have common or private objectives,

which creates a tension between information aggregation and minority protection. We

analyze a simple voting system - majority rule with veto power (Veto) - that essentially

resolves this tension, for it combines the advantageous properties of both majority and

unanimity rules. We argue that our results shed new light on the evolution of voting

rules in the EU institutions and could help to inform debates about policy reforms in

cases such as juries in the US.
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1 Introduction

A group of agents wants to reform the status quo if and only if this is Pareto improving.

What voting system should they use? An obvious candidate is unanimity rule, which has

been described as the incarnation of the Pareto criterion (Wicksell 1967 [1896], Buchanan

and Tullock 1962). When voters have no uncertainty about their preferred alternative,

using unanimity indeed guarantees that reforms will only be adopted when they satisfy

the Pareto criterion. However, when voters are uncertain about which alternative is best,

unanimity may perform poorly because it features poor information aggregation properties

(Feddersen and Pesendorfer 1998). Obviously, nonunanimous rules (e.g. majority rule)

are not panacea either, since they may fail to protect the minority from the tyranny of

the majority. There is therefore a potential tension between protecting the minority and

aggregating information.

In this paper, we analyze a simple voting system that essentially resolves this tension:

majority rule with veto power (henceforth, we call this system Veto). Under Veto, agents

have three possible actions (votes): yes, no, and veto. The reform is adopted if (i) a

majority of agents vote yes, and (ii) no agent uses her veto. In all other cases, the status

quo remains. We show that Veto combines the best of two worlds: it protects (even the

smallest) minorities as well as the unanimity rule and it aggregates information at least

as well as the majority rule.1

There are two rationales for our focus on the Pareto criterion. First, there are many

real-world examples where satisfying the Pareto criterion is a stated objective or an un-

derlying requirement. For instance, this is arguably the case for most institutions granting

veto power to their members (e.g. EU, NATO, UN, American juries, and partnerships in

professional service firms; see Romme 2004 for other examples).2 Second, this criterion is

1An alternative would be for the voting body to change its voting system depending on the kind of
issue at hand: Unanimity when information is perfect and agents have private values, Majority when
information is imperfect and agents have common values. The problem is that this requires the use of
a complementary mechanism to decide which system to use. One might think that Veto is equivalent to
using Unanimity to decide whether to use Unanimity or Majority. However, our results make clear that
this is not the case.

2An oft-cited reason for a group to grant veto power to its members is to ensure their participation in
the first place (see e.g. Wessel and Bottner 2013). Other reasons are that the group’s decision requires the
full support of its members (or a key subset of it) to be implemented (see e.g. Winter 1996, Wessel and
Bottner 2013), and that it minimizes type-I mistakes (see e.g. the discussion in Feddersen and Pesendorfer
1998).
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at the heart of the Pareto effi ciency concept which is ubiquitous in economics. A voting

system that implements the Pareto criterion would potentially be very useful to correct

an allocation which is not Pareto effi cient (e.g. in the case of a market failure).

Agents of groups seeking Pareto improvements may be uncertain whether it is in their

best interest to adopt the reform or keep the status quo. It may then be crucial that the

voting system, on top of protecting even the smallest minority, aggregates the information

dispersed among members. A striking example is that of the European Council when

presiding over the Common Foreign and Security Policy. Common decisions on these

matters can obviously hurt the private interests of a Member State. However, Member

States may also have common objectives (e.g. facilitate the resolution of a violent conflict

outside the EU)3 but different information about the available alternatives (e.g. stemming

from their respective regional expertise and/or intelligence agencies). For other examples

see, e.g., Osborne and Turner (2009) and Bouton and Castanheira (2012).

To demonstrate the appealing properties of Veto, we compare it to the unanimity

rule (Unanimity), and a simple majority rule (Majority) in a setup that captures the

potential tension between minority protection and information aggregation.4 In particular,

we generalize Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1998)’s model of group decision with private

information and strategic voting to allow for (i) biases in the information structure (i.e.

the relative precision of the signals), and (ii) the coexistence of common value and private

value agents.

The main results are as follows. First, we characterize the set of equilibria under

Veto and argue that only one equilibrium is relevant. The agents’behavior under Veto

is intuitive and can be roughly described as a mix between what voters would do under

Majority and what they would do under Unanimity. It has three distinctive features: (i)

private value agents always use their veto power, (ii) common value agents behave as if

there were no private value agents, and (iii) common value agents use their veto power

3More generally, “The Union’s action on the international scene shall be guided by the principles
which have inspired its own creation, development and enlargement (...): democracy, the rule of law, the
universality and indivisibility of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human dignity, the
principles of equality and solidarity, and respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter and
international law.”(Art. 21 TEU 2012).

4Under Unanimity, agents have two possible actions (votes): yes, and veto. The reform is adopted if
and only if no agent uses her veto (this is the same definition as in Feddersen and Pesendorfer 1998). Under
Majority, agents have two possible actions (votes): yes, and no. The reform is adopted iff a majority of
agents vote yes.
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only if the information structure is strongly biased.

Second, we use the concept of Full Information Pareto dominance to compare Veto

with Majority and Unanimity. This concept, which is a direct application of the usual

benchmark in the Condorcet Jury Theorem literature, relies on the ex ante probability

of implementing the full information Pareto criterion.5 We show that, for any parameter

values, Veto dominates both Unanimity and Majority and strictly dominates at least one

of the two. This therefore implies the strict superiority of Veto at the “constitution writing

stage”when the values of the parameters are still unknown.

Third, we focus on the comparison between Veto and Unanimity, which is the relevant

comparison when the protection of the smallest minority is an essential feature of the

system (it is arguably the case for the many real-world voting bodies using Unanimity6).

Using the concept of Interim Pareto dominance (Holmstrom and Myerson 1983), we show

that, even once types are realized, no agent can be worse off under Veto than Unanimity,

and (except in some cases of lesser relevance) some agents are strictly better off. This

implies that for any weighted utilitarian social welfare function, social welfare is weakly

higher under Veto than under Unanimity. This generalizes the constitution-writing stage

result above and leaves little ambiguity on the dominance of Veto over Unanimity. Fur-

thermore, Interim Pareto dominance also implies that it would be a Pareto improvement

in itself to adopt Veto in voting bodies that currently use Unanimity. This suggests that

the adoption of Veto by those voting bodies should be relatively easy.

To conclude, we will argue that our results shed a new light on the evolution of voting

rules in EU institutions since the Treaty of Maastricht, e.g. the introduction of “construc-

tive abstention”.

For the class of problems we study, a voting system can be considered optimal if it

implements with probability one the decision that would be taken by a benevolent dictator

who observes the type profile (but not the state) and applies the Pareto criterion. Although

Veto clearly outperforms Majority and Unanimity, it is not always optimal in that sense.

We identify an optimal system, but we see several good reasons to focus on Veto. First,

5The ex ante stage refers to the point in time at which agents know the parameters of the game (i.e
the expected distribution of preferences and the potential biases in the relative precision of the signals),
but do not know their type (i.e. their preferences and their signal). By contrast, the interim stage refers
to the point in time at which agents also know their type.

6See the conclusion for examples.
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there is a broad range of parameter values for which Veto is optimal. Second, numerical

examples suggest that, when Veto is not optimal, it still performs very well. Third, Veto

is simple enough to have real life applications.7 Finally, Veto is cost-effective in the sense

that it only requires one round of voting. By contrast, we conjecture that any system that

is optimal for all parameter values requires multiple rounds of voting and/or relatively

complex rules and ballot structures.

Our paper is related to four strands of the literature: first, the literature on the

link between the unanimity rule and the Pareto criterion (e.g. Wicksell 1896; Buchanan

and Tullock 1962; Guttman 1998; Chen and Ordeshook 1998; Sobel and Holcombe 1999;

Dougherty and Edward 2005). Second, the literature studying aggregation of information

in two-alternative decisions with strategic voters (see e.g. Austen-Smith and Banks 1996;

Feddersen and Pesendorfer 1996, 1997, 1998; Myerson 1998; McLennan 1998; Chwe 1999;

Guarnaschelli et al. 2000; Ali et al. 2008; Van Weelden 2008; Battaglini et al. 2008,

2010; Goeree and Yariv 2010; McMurray 2013; Bhattacharya et al. 2012). Third, the

literature comparing electoral systems with either two alternatives (e.g. Feddersen and

Pesendorfer 1998; Guarnaschelli et al. 2000; Coughlan 2001; Austen-Smith and Feddersen

2006; Bond and Eraslan 2009; Bouton et al. 2014) or multiple alternatives (e.g. Myerson

and Weber 1993; Myerson 2000, 2002; Bouton and Castanheira 2012; Bouton et al. 2012;

Bouton 2013). Fourth, the literature on veto power within institutions ( e.g. Cameron

2000; Woods 2000; Groseclose and McCarty 2001; Tsebelis 2002; Blum 2005; Maggi and

Morelli 2006; Nunnari 2012).

2 The Model

A group of n ≥ 3 agents (with n odd)8 must choose between two possible alternatives, the

status quo B and the reform R.

Information structure. There are two possible states of nature: ω ∈ {ωB, ωR}, which

materialize with equal probability. The actual state of nature is not observable before the

7The argument is two fold: first, Veto is not too far from currently used voting systems (e.g. it requires a
slight extension of action sets available under Majority or Unanimity and/or a change in approval quorum)
so adjustment costs both in terms of infrastructures and in terms of voters’cognitive efforts should be low.
Second, the equilibrium behavior of voters is barely more sophisticated than under Majority or Unanimity.
Voters should thus easily understand how to behave in the “right”way under Veto.

8That n is odd only simplifies the exposition.
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vote, but each agent has private information about it. In particular, before voting, each

agent privately observes an imperfectly informative signal.9 Conditional on the state, the

signals are independently drawn. There are two possible signals: sB and sR, where the

probability for an agent to observe signal sR is higher in state ωR than in state ωB, and

conversely for sB:

Pr(sR|ωR) > Pr(sR|ωB) > 0 and Pr(sB|ωB) > Pr(sB|ωR) > 0.

This assumption is without loss of generality. In particular, it allows for cases in which

observing a given signal is more likely than the other in both states, e.g. Pr(sB|ωR) >

Pr(sR|ωR).

Types and preferences. Agents may have different preferences over outcomes. To

simplify the notation, we assume that the type of an agent, denoted by z ∈ {zR, zB, zP },

captures both the signal she received and her preferences.

Agents of types zR and zB have the same state-contingent preferences: conditional on

the state of nature, their preferred group decision is the same, that is B in state ωB and

R in state ωR. Denoting by uz (D,ω) the (von Neumann-Morgenstern) utility function of

an agent of type z when the group decision is D and the state of nature is ω, we have:

uzB (D,ω) = uzR (D,ω) = 0 if (D,ω) = (B,ωB) or (R,ωR) (1)

= −1 if (D,ω) = (R,ωB) or (B,ωR) ,

The only difference between agents of types zB and zR is that they have different interim

beliefs about the state of nature, for they have received a signal sB and sR, respectively.

9Endogenizing information acquisition is out of the scope of this paper (for more details on this issue,
see e.g. Persico 2004, Martinelli 2006, 2007, and Gerardi and Yariv 2008). However, note that Unanimity
does not necessarily promote information aquisition more than other rules. Assuming exogenous private
information is therefore not a way to stack the deck in favor of Veto. Indeed, Persico (2004) shows that
Unanimity is optimal with respect to information acquisition only if information available to each agent
is suffi ciently precise. There are reasons to believe that Veto would feature similar properties in those
cases, since, as we show below, when information is “very” precise, the voting behavior of agents under
Veto mimicks the one under Unanimity. For the comparison of Veto and Majority, it is true that the veto
power granted to every agent (in particular to private value agents) should negatively affect incentives to
acquire information under Veto. Yet, as we show below, for some level of accuracy, other types of agents
use their veto power with positive probability. In those cases, the incentives to acquire information should
be higher under Veto than Majority because the likelihood of being pivotal is higher under the former than
the latter. The overall effect of granting veto power to every agent is thus unclear.
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We refer to these agents as having common values. The problem these agents face at the

time of the vote is essentially one of information aggregation.

In contrast, agents of type zP prefer the status quo B in both states of nature:

uzP (B,ω) = 0 ∀ω (2)

uzP (R,ω) = −1 ∀ω.

We refer to these agents as having private values.10 Given these preferences, such agents

can be made worse off by a majority decision.

By a slight abuse of notation, we denote by zi the type of agent i. To capture the

potential tension between information aggregation and minority protection, we assume

that agents are ex ante identical and face a probability β ∈ [0, 1) of being assigned the

private value type (i.e. zi = zP ), and a probability 1 − β of being assigned a common

value type (i.e. zi ∈ {zB, zR}).11 The realized type profile is denoted by z ∈ {zR, zB, zP }n.

For simplicity, the probability β is assumed to be identical for all agents, and independent

from the state of nature ω. None of the main results depend on this simplification.

Voting systems. We consider group decisions under three voting systems: Veto (V ),

Unanimity (U), and Majority (M). Each agent has to choose an action, which can be

interpreted as a vote. A voting system Ψ ∈ {U,M, V } is defined as a set of possible

actions AΨ and a decision rule dΨ mapping agents’actions into a group decision: dΨ :{
a ∈ AΨ

}n → {B,R}. We denote by Xa the total number of agents playing action a.

Agents do not communicate (or it is too costly for them to do so) before making their

decision.12 ,13

10Our setup aims at capturing the tension between minority protection and information aggregation in
the simplest possible way. For the sake of symmetry, we could have considered pro-reform private value
agents. However, this would not have added much to the analysis since we focus on groups that want to
reform the status quo only if it is Pareto improving.

11The case where β = 1 is uninteresting as all agents would always prefer the status quo and there is
neither a need to aggregate information nor a potential divergence in agents interest.

12The literature suggests that, for nonunanimous voting rules, communication helps committees make
better decisions when an underlying consensus exists in the committee or, if there is no such consensus,
when some conditions on the structure of uncertainty about agents’preferences are satisfied (e.g. Coughlan
2000, and Austen-Smith and Feddersen 2006). The literature also shows that unanimity features bad prop-
erties with respect to information sharing, even when information sharing is possible under nonunanimous
rules (e.g. Gerardi and Yariv 2007, and Austen-Smith and Feddersen 2006). For an insightful discussion
of this topic see Persico (2004, pp. 170-171).

13 In our setup, perhaps surprisingly, full information sharing is possible under Unanimity and Veto, but
not under Majority. Information sharing under Unanimity and Veto is possible because agents have a veto
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Definition 1 Voting system “Veto” is defined by: V ≡
{
AV , dV

}
, where:

AV = {r, b, v}

dV =

 R if Xv = 0 and Xr > Xb

B otherwise.

Equivalently, looking at the complement gives: the group decision is B if either Xv ≥

1 or Xr ≤ Xb. One can interpret the actions as follows. First, since a single v suffi ces to

enforce the status quo B, it can be interpreted as a veto exercised against the reform R.

Second, b can be either interpreted as a vote for the status quo B, or against the reform

R. Conversely, r can be either interpreted as a vote for the reform R, or against the status

quo B.We will often use following terminology: action r is a vote for R, action b is a vote

for B, and action v is a veto (against R).

It is convenient to define U and M using the same decision rule (dV ). This helps to

highlight the differences and similarities between M , U and V .

Definition 2 Voting system “Unanimity” is defined by: U ≡
{
AU , dV

}
, where:

AU = {r, v} ⊂ AV

dU = dV ,

with Xb necessarily equal to 0.

Under U , r can still be considered as a vote for R. However, the only action that weigh

against R is v. It can either be interpreted as a vote for B where unanimity is required to

implement R, or as a veto.

Definition 3 Voting system “Majority” is defined by: M ≡
{
AM , dV

}
, where:

AM = {b, r} ⊂ AV

dM = dV ,

power: private value agents do not have an incentive to lie about their type because they can use their
veto at the voting stage, and hence ensure that the status quo remains. Under Majority, private value
agents have an incentive to lie about their type since they cannot unilaterally decide that the status quo
remains. In particular, they have an incentive to claim that they received signal sB .
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with Xv necessarily equal to 0.

Under M , r is naturally considered as a vote for R, and b as a vote for B. All votes

have the same weights, and no veto is possible.

Three remarks are in order.

Remark 1 Veto can also be interpreted as a modified version of Unanimity, where ab-

stention is allowed and an approval quorum is required for the reform to be adopted. To

see that, just relabel the three possible actions under Veto “yes”, “abstention”, and “no”

respectively, and note that for the group decision to be R, one requires i) a unanimity of

“yes”among agents who do not abstain, and ii) more “yes” than abstention.

Remark 2 A modified version of Unanimity, where abstention is allowed, but no quorum

is required, is strategically equivalent to Unanimity. Indeed, in that case, adopting the

reform only requires that there is no vote against it among agents that do not abstain, and

voting yes or abstaining is therefore strategically equivalent. This voting system is often

referred to as “Consensus”.

Remark 3 For the sake of simplicity, we consider a threshold q = n+1
2 under Veto and

Majority, i.e. the reform is implemented only if there are q or more votes for r. We would

obtain similar welfare results considering, for instance, any (supermajority) threshold q ∈

[n+1
2 , n− 1].

Strategy and equilibrium concept. Formally, we define an agent strategy under

voting system Ψ as a function σΨ : {zR, zB, zP } → 4
(
AΨ
)
. In particular, σΨ

a (z) denotes

the probability with which an agent of type z votes a under system Ψ. Following Feddersen

and Pesendorfer (1998), we focus on responsive symmetric Bayesian Nash equilibria. A

responsive profile is such that (i) at least some common value agents play action r with

positive probability, and (ii) not all of them play r with probability 1, i.e. σΨ
r (zR) +

σΨ
r (zB) ∈ (0, 2). This ensures that, in equilibrium, some pivot probabilities are strictly

positive, i.e. agents affect the outcome of the vote with positive probability. We focus on
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responsive equilibria to exclude equilibria in which all common value agents vote the same

way independent of their type. For instance, under U and V, if all common value agents

vote v, then no agent can influence the group decision by deviating. Hence, this is an

equilibrium. Ruling out weakly dominated strategies does not eliminate such equilibria.

Our focus on responsive equilibria implies that agents of type zP have a strictly domi-

nant strategy. Indeed, given that the reform R is implemented with positive probability for

any responsive strategy profile, private value agents always strictly prefer to vote against

R. Hence, zP -agents use their veto under V and U, and vote b under M :

σVv (zP ) = σUv (zP ) = σMb (zP ) = 1.

3 Equilibrium Analysis

In this section, we characterize the set of responsive symmetric equilibria under Veto and

argue that only one equilibrium is relevant. The characterization of the unique responsive

symmetric equilibrium under Unanimity being a straightforward extension of Feddersen

and Pesendorfer (1998), we relegate the details to the Supplementary Appendix. Finally,

we do not characterize the set of responsive symmetric equilibria under Majority because

our welfare analysis only requires that one such equilibrium exists (which is trivially guar-

anteed in our setting).

We organize the analysis as follows: first, in Subsection 3.1, we show that the behav-

ior of common value agents is independent of β, i.e. they always behave as in a “pure

common value game”(β = 0). Second, we define the pivotal events in this common value

game, compute their probabilities, and derive the expected payoffs of the different actions

(Subsection 3.2.1). Finally, we characterize the set of equilibria (Subsection 3.2.2). For

the sake of readability, we abstract from the superscript Ψ in this section since it is always

V.

3.1 The Common Value Equivalence

The following proposition shows that any equilibrium under V must feature two specific

characteristics:

10



Proposition 1 For any value of β ∈ [0, 1) , σ∗ is a responsive symmetric equilibrium

under Veto if and only if:

i) private value agents veto the reform,

ii) σ∗ is a responsive symmetric equilibrium of the game corresponding to β = 0.

Proof. See Appendix A1.

The intuition behind this result is as follows: given that zP -agents always use their veto

power, each common value agent realizes that her behavior may affect the group decision

only if all other agents have common values. Hence, they condition their behavior on that

event. Therefore, the strategy of common value agents must always be an equilibrium of

the game in which all agents have common values with probability 1 (i.e. β = 0).

This proposition greatly simplifies the characterization of an equilibrium under Veto

since it allows us to focus on the pure common value game in which β = 0.

3.2 The Common Value Game

In the pure common value game, β = 0. Hence, there are n common value agents, i.e.

z ∈ {zB, zR} for all agents. We will often refer to zB and zR as signals instead of types.

Agents’behavior depend on pivotal events: situations in which their vote changes the

final outcome towards a specific group decision. In other words, an agent is pivotal if the

group decision would be different without her vote. Whether a vote is pivotal therefore

depends on the decision rule and on all other agents’behavior. Agents’behavior, in turn,

depends on their strategies and on the signal they receive. Thus, for any strategy profile,

it is possible to compute the probability of each pivotal event.

At this point, it is useful to introduce two new objects. First, xa denotes, from the

perspective of a given agent, the number of other agents playing action a. Second, τωa (σ)

denotes the state-contingent probability that an agent votes a in state ω for a given strategy

profile σ. It is defined as follows:

τωa (σ) ≡
∑

z∈{zB ,zR}
σa (z) Pr(z|ω),

where Pr (zR|ω) = Pr (sR|ω) and Pr (zB|ω) = Pr (sB|ω) ∀ω since β = 0.
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3.2.1 Pivot Probabilities and Payoffs

Under Veto, there are two pivotal events. First, a r-vote is pivotal when, without that

vote, R is lacking just one vote to be adopted (i.e. xb = xr) and nobody cast a v-vote.

We denote that pivotal event in state ω by pivωR. Second, a v-vote is pivotal when the

number of r-votes among other agents is strictly larger than the number of b-votes (i.e.

xr > xb) and nobody else casts a v-vote. We denote that pivotal event in state ω by

pivωB. Importantly, a b-ballot is never pivotal under Veto. Indeed, this would require that,

without that vote, R wins (i.e. xr > xb), and, with that vote, B wins (Xr ≤ Xb); an

impossibility since n is odd.

For the sake of readability, our notation does not reflect the fact that the probability

of pivotal events depend on the strategies through the expected vote shares, i.e. we

henceforth omit σ from the notation.

For pivωR, we have

Pr(pivωR) =

(
n− 1
n−1

2

)
(τωb )

n−1
2 (τωr )

n−1
2 (3)

Similarly, for pivωB we have:

Pr(pivωB) =
n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n− 1

j

)
(τωr )j (τωb )n−1−j (4)

Using these pivot probabilities, we can compute the expected payoff of the different

actions for a common value agent of type z ∈ {zB, zR}. To do this, it is useful to define

common value agents’interim beliefs about the state of nature:

Pr(ωB|z) =
Pr(z|ωB)

Pr(z|ωB) + Pr(z|ωR)
, and

Pr(ωR|z) =
Pr(z|ωR)

Pr(z|ωR) + Pr(z|ωB)
.

Therefore, from (1) , we have that the expected payoff of an r-vote for a common value

agent who received signal z is

G(r|z) = Pr (ωR|z) Pr(pivωRR )− Pr (ωB|z) Pr(pivωBR ), (5)
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the expected payoff of a v-vote for a common value agent who received signal z is

G(v|z) = Pr (ωB|z) Pr(pivωBB )− Pr (ωR|z) Pr(pivωRB ), (6)

and the expected payoff of a b-vote for a common value agent who received signal z is

G(b|z) = 0. (7)

3.2.2 Voting Behavior

To organize the discussion of the equilibrium behavior of common value agents under Veto,

it is useful to partition the parameter space. This is because equilibrium strategies are

non-trivially affected by the relative precision of the signals. We denote the precision of a

signal zB by φB ≡
Pr(zB |ωB)
Pr(zB |ωR) and that of signal zR by φR ≡

Pr(zR|ωR)
Pr(zR|ωB) . For any n and φR,

we have identified four thresholds φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4 for φB, at which the set of actions played

with strictly positive probability in equilibrium changes (see the proof of Proposition 2

in Appendix A1 for their formal definition, and the Supplementary Appendix for a proof

that 1 < φ1 < φ2 ≤ φ3 ≤ φ4 <∞).

We now state our main result about the behavior of common value agents under Veto:

Proposition 2 Under Veto, for each φR, φB, n, there exist unique η∗, ε∗, γ∗, δ
∗ satisfying

φB < φ1 ∈ [φ1, φ2] ∈ (φ2, φ3] ∈ (φ3, φ4) ≥ φ4

η∗ [0, 1) 0 0 0 0

ε∗ 0 0 (0, 1) 0 0

γ∗ 0 0 0 (0, 1− δ∗) 0

δ∗ 0 0 0 (0, 1) 1

such that the following strategy profile is a responsive symmetric equilibrium:

σr (zR) = 1− ε∗ − γ∗ σb (zR) = ε∗ + γ∗ σv (zR) = 0

σr (zB) = η∗ σb (zB) = 1− η∗ − δ∗ σv (zB) = δ∗
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Proof. See Appendix A1.

Figure 1 illustrates Proposition 2 in the space (φR, φB) for n = 5. In short, the

voting behavior under Veto is as follows. For φB ∈ [1, φ3], the behavior of common value

agents under Veto is the same as it would be under Majority, and for φB ∈ [φ4,∞) it is

the same as it would be under Unanimity. For φB ∈ (φ3, φ4) , all actions are played with

positive probability. Therefore, the behavior under Veto is necessarily different than under

Majority or Unanimity. We now detail the mechanisms behind the behavior of common

value agents for the different values of φB.

Figure 1: Equilibrium strategies under Veto for n = 5. The colored letters in parentheses refer
to the strategy of the common-value agents. The first element of each couple (in blue) refers
to the strategy of zB-agents. The second element of each couple (in red) refers to the strategy
of zR-agents. Pure strategies are denoted by single letters, mixed strategies are denoted by two
letters.

When φB ∈ [φ1, φ2] , the precision of the two signals is not too different. The equilib-

rium is then such that σr (zR) = 1 = σb (zB): common value agents vote their signal and

do not use their veto. The intuition is the following. An r-ballot is pivotal if R and B

receive the same number of votes in the group of other agents. Given the strategy under

consideration, this requires that in the group of other agents, there are n−1
2 signals zB

and n−1
2 signals zR. Adding one’s own signal to this count means a lead of one signal in

favor of one of the two states. The condition φB ∈ [φ1, φ2] ensures that, in such a case,

the posterior beliefs of the agent under consideration are in line with her signal. In other

words, conditional on an r-ballot being pivotal, zR-agents believe that R is best and zB-

agents believe that B is best. The implication in terms of voting behavior is obvious for
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zR-agents: they vote for r. For zB-agents, the situation is slightly more complicated since

there are two options to vote against R: voting either b or v. A b-ballot has an expected

payoff of zero, whereas a v-ballot has a negative expected payoff. This is so because a

v-ballot changes the outcome when there are more r votes than b votes. Given the strategy

under consideration and the relative precision of the signals, this is much more likely to

happen in state ωR than in state ωB.

When φB ∈ [1, φ1) , signal zR is more precise than signal zB. In that case, zB-agents

prefer to overlook their signal and vote r with positive probability. Doing so, they “com-

pensate”for the bias in the information structure. The reason is that, because the signal

is imprecise, the probability of making a mistake in state ωR is too high. This is exactly

the same behavior as under Majority.

The case with φB ∈ (φ2, φ3] resembles the one with φB ∈ [1, φ1), but the difference in

signal precision is in favor of zB. As a result of the difference in signal precision, zR-agents

prefer to overlook their signal and vote against R with positive probability. Again, this is

similar as under Majority. Yet, under Veto agents have two ways to vote against R: voting

b or v. The appeal of v depends positively on the precision of the zB signal, and negatively

on the relative probability of being pivotal in favor of B in states ωR and ωB. Therefore,

φ3 requires that, for a given precision of the zB signal, the expected lead of R in state ωR

is large enough and/or the lead of B in state ωB small enough.

When φB ∈ (φ3, φ4) , the situation resembles the situation for φB ∈ (φ2, φ3] . The

difference is that zB-agents want to use their veto power with positive probability. As

just explained, this is so because, for the strategy profile when φB ∈ (φ2, φ3], the expected

lead of R in state ωR is too large in comparison to the expected lead of B in state ωB. In

equilibrium, (1) zR-agents mix between r and b, but they vote r with higher probability

than for φB ≤ φ3, and (2) zB agents mix between b and v. The intuition comes in two

steps. First, the positive probability of a veto by zB agents makes a vote r more appealing

(i.e. Pr(pivωRR )/Pr(pivωBR ) goes up since there are more zB agents in state ωB). Second,

the relatively higher vote shares of R in state ωR makes a v vote less appealing (i.e.

Pr(pivωRB ) goes up and Pr(pivωBB ) goes down).

When φB ∈ [φ4,∞), common value agents behave as they would under Unanimity. The

zB signal is so precise (relatively) that one zB signal is suffi cient information to conclude
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that B is better than R (even if all other signals are zR signals). Therefore, zB-agents

prefer to cast a v-vote. For zR agents, the situation is different. Given the strategy

under consideration, conditional on being pivotal, all other agents must have received a

zR signals. Obviously, if there are only zR signals, any agent must believe that state ωR

is more likely than state ωB. She thus prefers to cast a r-vote.

Multiplicity and Stability We show here that when φB < φ4, there exists another

symmetric responsive equilibrium, which corresponds to the unique equilibrium under

Unanimity (in the Supplementary Appendix, we show that this is the only other equilib-

rium). However, such an equilibrium is not robust under Veto, for it is both unstable and

Pareto Dominated. We therefore see it as of little relevance. In a companion paper, we

present the results of an experimental study that strongly supports this view (See Bouton

et al., 2014).

Proposition 3 For each φR, φB, n, the following strategy profile is a responsive symmet-

ric equilibrium under Veto:

σr (zR) = 1 σb (zR) = 0 σv (zR) = 0

σr (zB) = α∗ σb (zB) = 0 σv (zB) = 1− α∗,

where α∗ =
(φB−1)

(
φR−(φB)

1
n−1

)
(φR−1)

(
(φB)

1
n−1 φB−1

) ∈ [0, 1).

This equilibrium corresponds to the unique equilibrium under Unanimity.

Proof. Straightforward extension of Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1998). See the Supplementary

Appendix (section Unanimity) for a full characterization.

In fact, when φB ≥ φ4, this equilibrium is identical to that described in Proposition

2 (i.e. α∗ = η∗, and 1 − α∗ = δ∗). Hence, in this region, there is a unique and identical

equilibrium under Veto and Unanimity.

Under unanimity, zB-agents realize they can only be pivotal if all other agents vote r.

Given that this is more likely to happen in state ωR (because zR-agents always play r),

zB-agents only play v with probability 1 if signal sR is relatively hyper-precise (φB ≥ φ4).

In all other cases, they play r with positive probability, which results in a relatively high

probability of errors of both types (Feddersen and Pesendorfer 1998).
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To understand why it is also an equilibrium under Veto, recall that Unanimity corre-

sponds to Veto with a smaller action set. That is, action b is not available under Unanimity.

Under Veto, when no other agent ever votes b, a b-vote is strategically equivalent to an

r-vote (since there is a zero probability to have a majority of b, the reform will be adopted

unless someone votes v).14 So, the equilibrium under Unanimity must be an equilibrium

under Veto.

However, the possibility to vote b makes this equilibrium unstable. Imagine that zB-

agents tremble and play b with very small but strictly positive probability θ (noting that

in equilibrium, they are in fact indifferent between the three possible actions), while zR-

agents still play r with probability 1. Then, a best response for zB-agents cannot involve

playing both r and v with strictly positive probability, i.e. it cannot be “close” to the

equilibrium strategy profile. In fact, as θ tends to 0, the equilibrium of such a perturbed

game tends to the equilibrium in Proposition 2.

The intuition is the following: in Proposition 3’s equilibrium, agents are indifferent

between b and r because one can never be pivotal in favor of R (if no other voter has

vetoed, then it must be that everyone else played r, and there already is a majority in

favor of the reform). But, if b is played with positive probability, even very small, it

becomes possible that Xr = n−1
2 . Since this is much more likely to happen in state B than

in state R, a zB-agent strictly prefers to vote b than r. Note that if agents zB do not play

r, this decreases the gain for them to play v, and the equilibrium unravels.15

For these reasons, and because this equilibrium is Pareto dominated by that of Propo-

sition 2, we will focus on the latter when comparing welfare across voting systems. Note

that if agents were nevertheless to play the former, outcomes would simply be equivalent

under Veto and Unanimity and welfare properties would be identical.

14 In terms of information aggregation, playing b at such an equilibrium could convey information, but
such information would not be exploited in taking the group decision.

15Note that the equilibrium is however trembling hand perfect because it is possible to find a joint
sequence of tremble for all agents that tends to 0, and a corresponding sequence of equilibria that converges
towards the equilibrium. However, it is easy to show that such sequences must have the unappealing feature
that trembles make agents zR vote more for b than agents zB .
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4 Welfare Analysis

In this section, we assess the welfare properties of Veto in two steps. First, we highlight

Veto’s general desirable properties by comparing it to both Majority and Unanimity with

a benchmark directly adapted from the Condorcet Jury Theorem literature. We use the

concept of Full Information Pareto dominance, which is based on the ex ante probability

of implementing the Pareto criterion. We show that Veto dominates both Unanimity and

Majority and strictly dominates at least one of the two. This result holds for all possible

values of φB, φR, n, and β, and which of Unanimity or Majority is strictly dominated

depends on the parameter values. This therefore implies the strict superiority of Veto at

the “constitution writing stage”where φB, φR, n, and β are still unknown.

Second, we focus on the comparison between Veto and Unanimity, which is the relevant

comparison when the protection of the smallest minority is an essential feature of the

system (it is arguably the case for institutions currently using Unanimity). Using the

concept of Interim Pareto dominance (Holmstrom and Myerson 1983), we show that,

even once types are realized, no agent can be worse off under Veto than Unanimity,

and (except in some cases of lesser relevance) some agents are strictly better off. This

implies that for any weighted utilitarian social welfare function, social welfare is weakly

higher under Veto than under Unanimity. This generalizes the constitution-writing-stage

result above and leaves little ambiguity on the dominance of Veto over Unanimity in this

context. Furthermore, Interim Pareto dominance also implies that it would be a Pareto

improvement in itself to adopt Veto in voting bodies that currently use Unanimity. This

suggests that the adoption of Veto by those voting bodies should be relatively easy.

4.1 Full Information Pareto Dominance

In the spirit of the Condorcet Jury Theorem literature (see e.g. Feddersen and Pesendorfer

1997), we define the Full Information Pareto decision (FIP decision) as the decision that

satisfies the Pareto criterion when the type profile and state are known.16 Formally, it is

16This benchmark decision corresponds to the full information equivalence benchmark ubiquitous in
the Condorcet Jury Theorem literature. It is the decision that would be taken by the group if they knew
the state of nature and were using Unanimity or Veto.
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given by:

DFIPC(z, ω) =


R if zi 6= zP ∀i, and ω = ωR

B otherwise.

The logic is straightforward. Private value agents (if any) are strictly worse off if R is

chosen. In the absence of such agents, the relevant question is whether the reform is in

the best interest of common value agents. This is the case when the state is ωR.

To assess the welfare properties of the voting systems using the interim probability of

taking this decision, we first need to define

D(σ∗Ψ, z) : {σ∗Ψ, z} → 4 ({B,R}) ,

the group decision mapping implied by voting system Ψ, for the associated equilibrium

strategy profile σ∗Ψ when the realized type profile is z. Given φB, φR, n and β, the interim

probability of taking the FIP Decision under voting system Ψ is:

Π(Ψ, σ∗Ψ, z, ω) ≡ Pr
σ

(
D(σ∗Ψ, z) = DFIPC(z, ω)

)
∈ [0, 1].

Let us now define the concept of Full Information Pareto Dominance:

Definition 4 A voting system Ψ Full Information Pareto Dominates (FIP Dominates)

another voting system Ψ′, for given φB, φR, n and β, if there exists an equilibrium under

Ψ such that Ez,ω
[
Π(Ψ, σ∗Ψ, z, ω)

]
≥ Ez,ω

[
Π(Ψ′, σ∗Ψ

′
, z, ω)

]
for all σ∗Ψ

′
, and Ψ Strictly

FIP Dominates Ψ′ if this condition holds with strict inequality.

Our first welfare result is stated in the following theorem:

Theorem 1 For all φB, φR, n, and β, Veto FIP dominates both Majority and Unanimity.

Unless β = 0 and φB ≤ φ3, Veto Strictly FIP dominates Majority. Unless φB ≥ φ4, Veto

Strictly FIP dominates Unanimity.

Proof. See Appendix A2.

To understand the first part of Theorem 1, first notice that Veto implements the

FIP Decision with probability 1 when there is at least one private value agent (∃i s.t.
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zi = zP ). In that case, the FIP Decision (i.e. B) is always chosen since zP -agents cast

a v vote. The same is true under Unanimity but not under Majority. Second, when all

agents have common values (zi 6= zP ∀i), the FIP Decision coincides with the objective of

common value agents: selecting B in state ωB and R in state ωR. To understand why Veto

performs better than Unanimity and Majority in that case, first notice that any strategy

profile in Majority or Unanimity can be reproduced under Veto. Second, recall from

McLennan (1998) that, in a pure common value environment, a strategy profile producing

the maximal ex ante utility must be an equilibrium. Third, given Proposition 1, we have

that, under Veto, common value agents behave as if they were playing the pure common-

value game in which β = 0. Finally, given that common value agents behave as if β = 0,

we have that the strategy profile that maximize the probability of selecting B in state ωB

and R in state ωR when zi 6= zP ∀i must be an equilibrium under Veto. Therefore, there

must exist an equilibrium in Veto that implements the FIP Decision with a probability at

least as high as the best equilibrium under either Majority or Unanimity.

Now, let us explain the strict dominance of Veto over Majority. When β > 0, this

is a direct implication of the reasoning above. For some realized type profiles (i.e. ∃i

s.t. zi = zP ), the probability to implement the Pareto criterion is strictly lower under

Majority than Veto. And for all possible realized type profiles, it cannot be greater. In

expectations, it is therefore lower. When β = 0, we are in a pure common value world.

In that case, it is straightforward to show that the unique equilibrium under Majority

corresponds to the equilibrium under Veto characterized in Proposition 2 if and only if

φB ≤ φ3. In that case, the probability to implement the Pareto criterion is therefore

identical under the two rules. When φB > φ3, however, v is always played with positive

probability in equilibrium under Veto. By McLennan (1998), and with a reasoning similar

to that above, the probability of taking the “wrong decision”must then be higher under

Majority than Veto.

Before discussing the strict dominance of Veto over Unanimity, it is useful to note

that when φB ≥ φ4 Unanimity aggregates information well. To see this, it is enough to

consider the common value game. When φB ≥ φ4, a signal sB is relatively so precise that

it suffi ces to convince a common value agent that the reform should be rejected, even if she

is certain that all other agents have received an opposite signal. In such a case (which was
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not considered by Feddersen and Pesendorfer 1998), Unanimity performs of course better

than Majority, and is in fact optimal (see below). Veto does equally well as Unanimity

(agent behavior is isomorphic under the two rules), but can obviously not improve on this.

When φB < φ4, Veto strictly dominates Unanimity because the latter does not aggre-

gate information well (and both systems are equally good at protecting minorities). The

poor performances of Unanimity in terms of information aggregation have been pointed

out by Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1998). Essentially, the problem comes from the fact

that the only way to “disclose” a signal sB is to veto the reform, which nails down the

group decision. Agents are therefore reluctant to use it. Under Veto, it is possible to vote

against the reform without nailing down the group decision, which solves the problem.

Theorem 1 has strong implications at the constitution writing stage. That is, from

the point of view of a group that has to design its voting system before knowing the

parameters φB, φR, n, and β. Imagine that there exist probability distribution functions

over these parameters. Then, unless the probability to have β = 0 and φR ≤ φ3 is equal to

1 (in which case we are in a pure common value game and there is no minority to protect),

Veto strictly dominates Majority at the constitution writing stage. Also, unless φB ≥ φ4

with probability 1 (and Unanimity aggregates information well), Veto strictly dominates

Unanimity at the constitution writing stage. If both probabilities are strictly below 1,

and there is therefore a relevant tension between information aggregation and minority

protection, Veto should be strictly preferred to both.

4.1.1 Optimality

A voting system can be considered optimal if it implements with probability 1 the decision

that would be taken by a benevolent dictator who observes the type profile (but not the

state) and applies the Pareto criterion. Although Veto clearly outperforms Majority and

Unanimity, it is not always optimal. In this subsection, we formally identify the range of

parameter values for which Veto is optimal, and we describe a more elaborate system that

is optimal for all values of the parameters. See the introduction for the reasons why we

focus on Veto.

The following proposition identifies the range of parameter values for which Veto is an

optimal voting system.
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Proposition 4 For the equilibrium characterized in Proposition 2, Veto is an optimal

voting system if φB ∈ [φ1, φ2] or φB ≥ φ4.

Proof. Straightforward.

This result is obvious when there is at least one private value agent (∃i s.t. zi = zP ):

under Veto, the group rejects the reform, as would the benevolent dictator. We therefore

focus on type profiles that do not include any private value agent (zi 6= zP ∀i).

For φB ≥ φ4, a signal sB is relatively so precise, that it suffi ces to convince a common

value agent that the reform should be rejected, even if it is certain that all other agents

have received an opposite signal. Thus, under Veto, the group rejects the reform, for any

type profile including a zB-agent. This is the optimal decision. If the type profile does not

include a zB-agent, the reform is adopted under Veto. Again, this is the optimal decision.

To understand the optimality of Veto when φB ∈ [φ1, φ2], first notice that the benev-

olent dictator would choose R if there are strictly more zR-agents than zB-agents, and

B otherwise (remember that we are focusing on type profile not including any private

value agent). This is so because sB and sR signals have similar precision. Second, notice

that, for the equilibrium described in Proposition 2, common value agents vote “sincerely”

(i.e. zB-agents vote b and zR-agents vote r) no matter the value of β and n. This directly

implies that the reform is adopted if and only if there are strictly more zR-agents than

zB-agents. Veto is thus an optimal voting system. Note that Unanimity is also optimal in

this region, but Majority performs very poorly.

The region where common value agents vote “sincerely” is intimately related to the

majority threshold q that is used under Veto. For simplicity, we have considered here a

simple majority threshold, i.e. q = n/2. However, note that for any given values of φB, φR,

n, and β, there exists a majority threshold q for which common value agents vote sincerely

(see e.g. Austen-Smith and Banks 1996), and for which Veto is therefore optimal. Note

that Majority is also optimal in this region, but here, it is Unanimity that performs very

poorly.

When n grows large, we can also prove the following optimality result:

Proposition 5 For the equilibrium characterized in Proposition 2, the probability of im-

plementing the FIP Criterion converges to 1 when n grows large. Veto is thus asymptoti-
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cally optimal for all φB, φR, and β.

Proof. See Appendix A2.

Do Unanimity and/or Majority share the same feature? The answer is no. There exist

parameter values for which Unanimity implements the FIP Decision with a probability

strictly lower than 1, even when n tends to infinity (see Feddersen and Pesendorfer 1998,

for a proof that holds when φR = φB and β = 0). The problem is different for Majority.

That system performs well when there are no zP -agent. Yet, since zP -agents do not have

veto power, Majority implements the FIP Decision with probability strictly lower than 1

when ∃i s.t. zi = zP .

Finally, we can prove that there exists the following two-round optimal voting system.

In the first round, each voter casts a ballot qi ∈ {0, ..., n} (where n is the size of the

group) to suggest a supermajority threshold. If all qi are equal (say to q), then the rule

used in the second round is a q-majority rule (i.e. the reform is implemented if and

only if there are q or more votes for r). Otherwise, the rule used in the second round

is the n-majority rule (which is equivalent to Unanimity). That system generates the

following effi cient equilibrium (but it also generate many other non-effi cient equilibria).

In the second round, private value agents always vote b, and common value agent play

the unique responsive symmetric equilibrium for the q-majority chosen in the first round.

In the first round, private value agents choose the threshold q = n and common value

agents all choose the threshold q that induces them to play sincerely in the second round

conditional on zi 6= zP ∀i (see e.g. Austen-Smith and Banks 1996).

4.2 Interim Pareto Dominance

In this section, we use the concept of Interim Pareto dominance proposed by Holmstrom

and Myerson (1983) to derive even stronger results on the comparison between Veto and

Unanimity. In short, a system Interim Pareto Dominates another if it makes all agents

better off from an interim standpoint.

The concept of Interim Pareto Dominance, relies on the notion of interim utility that

we have not formally defined yet. Remember that the (von Neumann-Morgenstern) utility

of an agent of type z for decision D in state ω is uz(D,ω). This utility, when evaluated
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under voting system Ψ, for the equilibrium strategy profile σ∗Ψ, for the realized type

profile z, in state ω, corresponds to uz(D(σ∗Ψ, z), ω). Taking the expectation of the utility

(conditional on the agent’s type z) with respect to ω and z, we obtain the interim utility

of an agent of type z under voting system Ψ:

Ez,ω
[
uz(D(σ∗Ψ, z), ω)

]
.

And we can now formally define the concept of Interim Pareto dominance:

Definition 5 A voting system Ψ Interim Pareto dominates (IP dominates) a voting sys-

tem Ψ′ if there exists an equilibrium σ∗Ψ under Ψ such that: Ez,ω
[
uz(D(σ∗Ψ, z), ω)

]
≥

Ez,ω

[
uz(D(σ∗Ψ

′
, z), ω)

]
, for all σ∗Ψ

′
, z, and Ψ strictly IP dominates Ψ′ if this condition

also holds with strict inequality for some z.

We have established that when φB ≥ φ4, the outcomes under Veto and Unanimity

are identical, and that, when φB < φ4, Veto strictly FIP dominates Unanimity. We can

establish a stronger result when φB < φ4.

Theorem 2 For all β and n, Veto IP dominates Unanimity, and, unless φB ≥ φ4, Veto

strictly IP dominates Unanimity.

Proof. See Appendix A2.

Let us focus on φB < φ4 and separately consider the case of private and common value

agents. First, private value agents are indifferent since they can and do enforce B under

both systems. When there is a private value agent (i.e. ∃i s.t. zi = zP ), common value

agents are therefore equally well offunder both systems. When there are none (i.e. zi 6= zP

∀i), let us consider agents zB and zR in turn. Since agents zB always play v with positive

probability under U , their interim utility equals the utility of getting B with probability

1. Since they can also play v under Veto (and get B with probability 1), they cannot be

worse off. By a simple revealed preference argument, they are strictly better offwhen they

strictly prefer to vote b. For zR-agents the intuition goes as follows: under U the reform

R is rarely chosen (Unanimity is “the”gridlock system). This implies that the probability

of making a mistake is “very”likely in state ωR. Given that zR-agents believe that state
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ωR is more likely than state ωB, their interim utility under U is low. Since V does not

suffer from the same weakness, zR-agents are strictly better off under V than under U.

Theorem 2 is a powerful result. First because it implies that (i) no agent (even after

learning their private information) would object to get rid of Unanimity and use Veto

instead, and (ii) except in cases of lesser relevance, some would strictly prefer to use Veto.

In the wording of Holmstrom and Myerson (1983), Unanimity is not a durable voting

system. Second, Theorem 2 has implications for the welfare comparison between Veto and

Unanimity that are even stronger than FIP dominance. To see this, consider a weighted

utilitarian social welfare function that assigns arbitrary positive weights to the interim

utility of the three possible types of agents (i.e. zP , zB, and zR).

Corollary 1 For all φB, φR, β, n, weighted utilitarian social welfare is at least has high

under Veto than under Unanimity. Unless φB ≥ φ4, it is strictly higher under Veto than

under Unanimity

The intuition for this striking result is rather simple: since granting veto power to

agents allows them to protect their own interests as well as under Unanimity, the relevant

dimension for comparing Veto and Unanimity is information aggregation. And Veto does

at least as well as Majority on that dimension.

Corollary 1 makes very clear why Interim Pareto Dominance is a stronger result than

Full Information Pareto Dominance. By construction, the latter cannot account for the

relative social cost of not implementing the Pareto criterion in different circumstances. All

that matters is the ex ante probability to implement the Pareto criterion. By contrast,

the weights in the social welfare function can be interpreted as the relative social impor-

tance of the minority protection motive and the information aggregation motive. And

what Corollary 1 says is that, no matter the weights, welfare is higher under Veto than

Unanimity.

5 Conclusion

Finding a voting system that implements the Pareto criterion is challenging because of

the potential tension between minority protection and information aggregation. In this

paper, we analyzed a voting system that essentially resolves this tension: majority rule
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with veto power (Veto). We compared Veto to two commonly used voting systems: (i)

Unanimity, which is known for protecting even the smallest minority, and (ii) Majority,

which is known for aggregating information well.

We proved three main results. First, we characterized the set of equilibria under Veto

and argued that only one equilibrium is relevant. Second, we proved that Veto implements

with higher ex ante probability than Majority and Unanimity the full information Pareto

criterion. Third, we used the concept of Interim Pareto Dominance (Holmstron and Myer-

son 1983) to derive even stronger results on the comparison between Veto and Unanimity:

even once types are realized, no agent can be worse off under Veto than Unanimity, and

(except in some cases of lesser relevance) some agents are strictly better off.

Our results shed a new light on the evolution of voting procedures in EU institutions

since the Treaty of Maastricht. In 1992, that Treaty established Unanimity as the default

procedure of the European Council.17 In 1997, the Treaty of Amsterdam introduced the

concept of “constructive abstention”, which allows abstentions in the European Council

(when presiding over the Common Foreign and Security Policy) without blocking a unan-

imous decision unless more than 1/3 of the Member States abstain.18 Our results suggest

that this change may reflect the dual desire of the Union to protect the private interests

of the Member States without impairing information aggregation.19 Indeed, unanimity

rule augmented with constructive abstention is closely related to Veto. To see this, notice

that Veto is equivalent to a modified version of Unanimity where abstention is allowed,

and a majority approval quorum is required for the reform to be adopted. Re-labelling

the b-ballot under Veto as “abstention”makes that equivalence obvious.

In our view, in addition of its strong theoretical properties, Veto’s simplicity makes

it particularly appealing to real-world applications. And indeed, there are voting bodies

that use this voting system or slight variations thereof (e.g. the UN Security Council and

17According to Wessel and Bottner (2013), the main reason underlying that choice is the participation
of Member States. For instance, they claim that: “It is safe to assume that the inclusion of the CFSP
in the 1992 Maastricht Treaty was possible only because of the absence of majority voting.” (Wessel and
Bottner, 2013, p. 5).

18Note that this approval quorum is binding only when Member States accompany the abstention by a
formal declaration. In that case, the Member States who abstain are not obliged to apply the decision but
must accept that it commits the Union, and must then refrain from any action that might conflict with
Union action based on that decision. Wessel and Bottner (2013) argue that the latter provision makes
essentially void the option not to apply the decision.

19Wessel and Bottner (2013) argue that the introduction of constructive abstention was indeed motivated
by the understanding that Unanimity was impeding progress on the Common Foreign and Security Policy.
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the European Council). Still, there are also cases where voting bodies use the unanimity

rule without allowing for abstention and/or imposing an approval quorum. Three notable

examples are those of American juries, voting bodies of the Southern Common Market

(Mercosur), and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).20 Feddersen and Pe-

sendorfer (1998) have argued that such a system has very bad information aggregation

properties and may lead, contrarily to common wisdom, to a relatively high rate of type

I errors (e.g. conviction of innocent defendants). Our theoretical results suggest that

allowing for abstention and an approval quorum would solve this problem. Furthermore,

since Veto is a relatively simple system and it Interim Pareto dominates Unanimity, such

an institutional reform should in theory not be too diffi cult to implement. In practice,

one might however argue that Veto is more complex than Unanimity (since the set of

actions is larger). Such additional complexity, if badly handled by real world individu-

als, could weaken Veto or even overturn its superiority. We address these questions in a

companion paper, Bouton et al. (2014), through a series of controlled laboratory experi-

ments. Overall, we find strong support for the dominance of Veto over both Majority and

Unanimity.

20Note that Mercosur and NATO decisions are made by Consensus, i.e. a reform is adopted if and only
if no member vetoes it. As discussed in Section 2, Consensus and Unanimity are strategically equivalent.
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Appendices

Appendix A1: Proofs of Section 3

Proof of Proposition 1. First, recall that v is a strictly dominant strategy for zP -agent.

Therefore, any responsive equilibrium under Veto satisfies point (i) in the Proposition.

Second, given point (i), if ∃i s.t. zi = zP , the payoffs to the other agents are not affected

by their behavior, for the group decision is B no matter what they do. Hence, all common value

agents condition their behavior on zi 6= zP ∀i. Therefore, we have that (1) the strategy profile

played by common-value agents in any equilibrium under Veto must form an equilibrium when

β = 0.(2) if σ∗ is an equilibrium strategy profile of the game when β = 0, it must be an optimal

strategy profile for common value agents ∀β.

Proof of Proposition 2. Let us start by collecting the equations defining the gains to vote r or

v for each common value agent type:

G(r|zR) = φR
φR+1

(n−1
n−1
2

)
(τωRr )

n−1
2 (τωRb )

n−1
2 − 1

φR+1

(n−1
n−1
2

)
(τωBr )

n−1
2 (τωBb )

n−1
2 ,

G(r|zB) = 1
φB+1

(n−1
n−1
2

)
(τωRr )

n−1
2 (τωRb )

n−1
2 − φB

φB+1

(n−1
n−1
2

)
(τωBr )

n−1
2 (τωBb )

n−1
2 ,

G(v|zR) = 1
φR+1

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(τωBr )

j
(τωBb )

n−1−j − φR
φR+1

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(τωRr )

j
(τωRb )

n−1−j
,

G(v|zB) = φB
φB+1

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(τωBr )

j
(τωBb )

n−1−j − 1
φB+1

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(τωRr )

j
(τωRb )

n−1−j
,

where:
τωr = (1− ε∗ − γ∗) Pr (zR|ω) + η∗ Pr (zB |ω)

τωb = (ε∗ + γ∗) Pr (zR|ω) + (1− η∗ − δ∗) Pr (zB |ω)

τωv = δ∗ Pr (zB |ω) .

The proof consists of five parts, each corresponding to an element of the partition in the

proposition.

Part (i): The first threshold is φ1 ≡ (φR)
n−1
n+1 . When. φB ∈ (1, φ1), we have η∗ ∈ (0, 1) and

ε∗ = δ∗ = γ∗ = 0.

Collecting the actions played with strictly positive probability, we have: σr (zR) = 1, σr (zB) =

η∗, and σb (zB) = 1−η∗. For this to be an equilibrium, we need: (i.a) G(r|zR) ≥ 0, (i.b) G(r|zB) =

0, (i.c) G(v|zB) ≤ 0, and (i.d) G(v|zR) ≤ 0. From G(r|zR) ≥ G(r|zB) and condition (i.b), we have

that (i.a) is necessarily satisfied. FromG(v|zB) ≥ G(v|zR) and (i.c), we have that (i.d) is necessarily

satisfied. It remains to prove that conditions (i.b) and (i.c) are satisfied.

We start by discussing condition (i.b). In this case, we have that G(r|zB) = 0 if

φ
( n+1n−1 )
B =

(
φR(φB − 1) + η∗(φR − 1)

(φB − 1) + η∗φB(φR − 1)

)
.
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Solving for η∗ gives

η∗ =
(φB − 1)

(
φR − (φB)

n+1
n−1
)

(φR − 1)
(

(φB)
2n
n−1 − 1

) . (8)

Since φB , φR > 1, the denominator is positive. Given that we consider φB < φ1, the numerator

is positive as well. Since φBφR > 1, the numerator is strictly smaller than the denominator.

Therefore, there exists a unique η∗ ∈ (0, 1) such that this condition is satisfied.

We now discuss condition (i.c). In this case, G(v|zB) ≤ 0 reads

φB

 n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(τωBr )

j
(τωBb )

n−1−j

 ≤ n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(τωRr )

j
(τωRb )

n−1−j
.

A suffi cient condition for this to hold is that it holds term-by-term. In particular, the condition

holds if ∀j ∈ {n+1
2 , ..., n− 1}, we have

φB
(
n−1
j

)
(τωBr )

j
(τωBb )

n−1−j ≤
(
n−1
j

)
(τωRr )

j
(τωRb )

n−1−j
.

In the present case, this boils down to

φB ≤
(
φR(φB − 1) + η∗(φR − 1)

(φB − 1) + η∗φB(φR − 1)

) j
n−j

.

But, we know from G(r|zB) = 0 that

φB =

(
φR(φB − 1) + η∗(φR − 1)

(φB − 1) + η∗φB(φR − 1)

)n−1
n+1

.

Given φR(φB−1)+η∗(φR−1)
(φB−1)+η∗φB(φR−1) ≥ 1, and j

n−j ≥
n+1
n−1 > n−1

n+1 , ∀j ∈ {
n+1

2 , ..., n − 1}, we have that the
condition must be satisfied.

Part (ii): The second threshold is φ2 ≡ (φR)
n+1
n−1 . When φB ∈ [φ1, φ2], we have: η∗ = ε∗ = δ∗ =

γ∗ = 0.

For σr (zR) = 1, and σb (zB) = 1 to be an equilibrium, we need (ii.a)G(r|zR) ≥ 0, (ii.b)G(r|zB) ≤
0, (ii.c) G(v|zB) ≤ 0, and (ii.d) G(r|zR) ≥ G(v|zR). From G(v|zB) ≥ G(v|zR) and (ii.a) and (ii.c),

we have that (ii.d) is necessarily satisfied. It remains to prove that conditions (ii.a), (ii.b), and

(ii.c) are satisfied.

First, we discuss condition (ii.a). In this case, G(r|zR) ≥ 0 boils down to

φR ≥
(

1

φR

)n−1
2

(φB)
n−1
2 ,

which is satisfied iff φB ≤ φ2, and is therefore satisfied here.
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Second, we discuss condition (ii.b). In this case, G(r|zB) ≤ 0 boils down to

1

φB
≤
(

1

φR

)n−1
2

(φB)
n−1
2 .

which is satisfied iff φB ≥ φ1 = (φR)
n−1
n+1 , and is therefore satisfied here.

Finally, we discuss condition (ii.c). Following an identical approach as in Part (i) for the same

condition, we obtain a term-by-term suffi cient condition for G(v|zB) ≤ 0:

φB ≤ (φR)
j

n−j .

From φB ≤ φ2 = (φR)
n+1
n−1 , φR > 1, and j

n−j ≥
n+1
n−1 ∀j ∈ {

n+1
2 , ..., n − 1}, we have that this is

satisfied.

Part (iii): When φB ∈ (φ2, φ3], we have: ε∗ ∈ (0, 1) and η∗ = δ∗ = γ∗ = 0.

For σr (zR) = 1−ε∗, σb (zR) = ε∗, and σb (zB) = 1 to be an equilibrium, we need (iii.a)G(r|zR) =

0, (iii.b) G(r|zB) ≤ 0, (iii.c) G(v|zB) ≤ 0, and (iii.d) G(r|zR) ≥ G(v|zR). From G(v|zB) ≥ G(v|zR),

(iii.a), and (iii.c), we have that (iii.d) is necessarily satisfied. From G(r|zB) ≤ G(r|zR), and (iii.a),

we have that (iii.b) is necessarily satisfied. It remains to prove that conditions (iii.a) and (iii.c) are

satisfied.

First, we discuss condition (iii.a). G(r|zR) = 0 boils down to

φR =

(
1

φR

)n−1
2
(
ε∗(φB − 1) + φB(φR − 1)

ε∗φR(φB − 1) + (φR − 1)

)n−1
2

,

and thus to

ε∗ =
(φR − 1)

(
φB − (φR)

n+1
n−1
)

(φB − 1)
(

(φR)
n+1
n−1 φR − 1)

) .
Since φB , φR > 1, the denominator is strictly positive. Given that we consider φB > φ2, the numer-

ator is positive as well. Since φBφR > 1, the numerator is strictly smaller than the denominator.

Therefore, there exists a unique ε∗ ∈ (0, 1) such that this condition is satisfied.

Second, we implicitly define the third threshold φ3 as the unique value that satisfies:

φ3 = φn−1
R

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(1− ε∗)j (φ3 − 1)

j
(
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φR
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2

(
n−1
j

)
(1− ε∗)j (φ3 − 1)

j
(ε∗ (φ3 − 1) + φ3 (φR − 1))

n−1−j
.

where ε∗ = ε̄, if ε̄ = φ3(1−φR)−(φR)
n+1
n−1 (1−φR)

φR(1−φ3)−φ
− n+1
n−1

R (1−φ3)

∈ [0, 1] and ε∗ = 0 otherwise. (See Part (iv) below for

the proof that φ3 is unique.)

The condition above corresponds, by construction, to G(v|zB) = 0, when σb (zR) = ε∗, and

σb (zB) = 1. Condition (iii.c) corresponds then to φB ≤ φ3 and is therefore satisfied .
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Part (iv): The fourth threshold is φ4 ≡ (φR)
n−1. When φB ∈ (φ3, φ4), we have that: δ∗ ∈

(0, 1), γ∗ ∈ (0, 1− δ∗) and η∗ = ε∗ = 0.

For σr (zR) = 1 − γ∗, σb (zR) = γ∗, σb (zB) = 1 − δ∗, and σv (zB) = δ∗ to be an equilibrium,

we need (iv.a) G(r|zR) = 0, (iv.b) G(v|zB) = 0, (iv.c) G(r|zR) ≥ G(v|zR), and (iv.d) G(v|zB) ≥
G(r|zB). From G(v|zB) ≥ G(v|zR), (iv.a), and (iv.b), condition (iv.c) is necessarily satisfied. From

G(r|zR) ≥ G(r|zB), (iv.a), and (iv.b), condition (iv.d) is necessarily satisfied. It remains to prove

that conditions (iv.a) and (iv.b) are satisfied.

First, we discuss condition (iv.a). In this case, G(r|zR) = 0 simplifies to

(
(1− γ∗)

(1− γ∗)φR

)n−1
2
(
γ∗(φB − 1) + (1− δ∗)φB(φR − 1)

γ∗φR(φB − 1) + (1− δ∗) (φR − 1)

)n−1
2

= φR,

and thus to

γ∗

1− δ∗ =
(φR − 1)

(
φB − (φR)

n+1
n−1
)

(φB − 1)
(

(φR)
n+1
n−1 φR − 1

) .
Since the RHS is equal to ε∗, we have from part (iii) that γ∗

1−δ∗ ∈ (0, 1) iff φB > (φR)
n+1
n−1 = φ2,

which is satisfied in this case.

Second, we discuss condition (iv.b). In this case, G(v|zB) = 0 reads

φB =

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(n−1)!
j!(n−1−j)! ((1− γ∗)φR(φB − 1))

j
(γ∗φR(φB − 1) + (1− δ∗) (φR − 1))

n−1−j

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(n−1)!
j!(n−1−j)! ((1− γ∗) (φB − 1))

j
(γ∗(φB − 1) + (1− δ∗)φB(φR − 1))

n−1−j
.

or

φB
∑n−1

j=n+1
2

(
n−1
j

)
(1− γ∗)j

(
γ∗ + (1− δ∗)φB

φR−1
φB−1

)n−1−j

φn−1
R

∑n−1

j=n+1
2

(
n−1
j

)
(1− γ∗)j

(
γ∗ + (1− δ∗) φR−1

φR(φB−1)

)n−1−j = 1 (9)

We need to show that for each φB ∈ (φ3, φ4), there exist unique values for δ∗ ∈ (0, 1), and

γ∗ ∈ (0, 1− δ∗) that satisfy condition (9). Since G(r|zR) = 0 requires γ∗ = ε∗(1 − δ∗), where

ε∗ ∈ (0, 1) is uniquely defined for each φB ∈ (φ2, φ4], we can rewrite (9) as:

φB
∑n−1

j=n+1
2

(
n−1
j

)
(1− ε∗(1− δ∗))j (ε∗(1− δ∗))n−1−j

(
1 + 1

ε∗φB
φR−1
φB−1

)n−1−j

φn−1
R

∑n−1

j=n+1
2

(
n−1
j

)
(1− ε∗(1− δ∗))j (ε∗(1− δ∗))n−1−j

(
1 + 1

ε∗
φR−1

φR(φB−1)

)n−1−j = 1

Given j − n−1
2 = −

(
n− 1− j − n−1

2

)
, we can rearrange this condition by dividing both the

numerator and the denominator by (1− ε∗(1− δ∗))
n−1
2 (ε∗(1− δ∗))

n−1
2 . This gives:

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)( 1

ε∗(1− δ∗)−1

)j−n−1
2

 φB

(
1 + 1

ε∗φB
φR−1
φB−1

)n−1−j

−φn−1
R

(
1 + 1

ε∗
φR−1

φR(φB−1)

)n−1−j

= 0 (10)
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The first exponent is strictly positive when j > n−1
2 , which is the case since the summation starts

at n+1
2 . Therefore the function is monotonic in δ∗, which ensures single crossing and uniqueness

over the domain.

The expression between square brackets in (10) is always negative for j ≥ n−1
2 . This comes

from G(r|zR) = 0, G(r|zR) > G(r|zB), and φB ≤ φ4). Since the LHS of equation (10) is the gain

of playing v (when δ∗ < 1), we have that the gain of playing v is strictly decreasing in δ. We can

also see that it is increasing in φB , and equal to 0 in {φB = φ3, δ = 0}. From part (v), we have

that the gain of playing v is also equal to 0 when {φB = φ4, δ = 1}. Together, this implies that
there exist a unique φ3 such that, for all φ3 < φB < φ4, there is a unique 0 < δ∗ < 1 such that

both G(r|zR) = 0 and G(v|zB) = 0.

Part (v): φB ∈ [φ4,∞): δ∗ = 1 and γ∗ = η∗ = ε∗ = 0.

For σr (zR) = 1 and σv (zB) = 1 to be an equilibrium, we need (v.a) G(r|zR) ≥ 0, (v.b)

G(r|zR) ≥ G(v|zR), (v.c) G(r|zB) ≤ G(v|zB), and (v.d) G(v|zB) ≥ 0.

Note that under this strategy profile, we have τωb = 0, ∀ω. Hence, Pr(pivωR) = 0, ∀ω. First,

this directly give G(r|zR) = 0, and condition (v.a) is satisfied. Second, condition (v.b) simplifies

to G(v|zR) ≤ 0, which boils down to (φR)
n ≥ 1, which is always satisfied. Third, condition (v.c).

becomes equivalent to condition (v.d): G(v|zB) ≥ 0, which boils down to φB ≥ φ4, which is

satisfied in the present case.

Appendix A2: Proofs of Section 4

Proof of Theorem 1. We divide the proof into two parts. In part (i) we show that Veto weakly

FIP dominates Unanimity and Majority for all values of the parameters. In part (ii) we show that

Veto strictly dominates Unanimity unless φR ≥ φ4 and strictly dominates Majority unless β = 0

and φR ≤ φ3.

(i) Weak Full Information Pareto Dominance

The strategy of this part of the proof is to look at the outcome that the three systems produce

for all possible realized type profiles in the group of agents. We divide the proof in two parts:

(i.a) there is at least one agent who has private values (i.e. ∃i s.t. zi = zP ), and (i.b) all agents

have common values (i.e. zi 6= zP ∀i).
(i.a) ∃i s.t. zi = zP . Since the private value agent votes v under both V and U , we have

that these two systems implement the DFIPC with probability 1. Under M, v is not available.

Therefore, M does not implement the DFIPC with probability 1. (It would require all voters to

vote b with probability 1, but this is not an equilibrium strategy for common value agents).

(i.b) zi 6= zP ∀i.
First, notice that ∀z such that zi 6= zP ∀i, we have DFIPC(z, ωB) = B and DFIPC(z, ωR) = R.

Second, remember from Propositions 1 and 6 that under both U and V common-value agents

behave as if zi 6= zP ∀i. This is not the case under M. Third, from McLennan (1998), we know

that in pure common-value games, the strategy profile that maximizes the ex ante utility of the
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common value agents is an equilibrium. Fourth, in our model the disutility of both type of errors

(i.e. R in state ωB and B in state ωR) is identical for common value agents. Therefore, we have

from McLennan (1998) that the strategy profile that maximize the probability that R is chosen

in state ωR and B is chosen in ωB when zn 6= zP must be an equilibrium. Fifth, notice that

the action set in U and M is a strict subset of the action set under V . Therefore, any expected

outcome under U and M can be reproduced under V . From McLennan (1998), this implies that

the maximal equilibrium utility of common value agents under V is greater than or equal to the

maximal equilibrium utility of common value agents under U and M .

(ii) Strict Full Information Pareto Dominance

We divide this part of the proof into four subparts to cover all the cases in which there is strict

dominance.

(ii.a) Veto strictly FIP Dominates Majority when β > 0. First, consider the realizations of

the type profile for which there are no private value agents. In these cases, by the aforementioned

McLennan (1998)’s logic, ex ante utility of the common value agents under M can be at most

as high as in the best equilibrium under V . But given β > 0, with strictly positive probability

there are realizations of the type profile with at least one private value agent. In those cases, V

implements the DFIPC with probability 1 whileM does it with a strictly lower probability. Hence,

overall, V strictly FIP Dominates M .

(ii.b) Veto strictly FIP Dominates Majority when β = 0 and φR > φ3. In those cases, there

are only common value agents. For φR > φ3, the equilibrium underM cannot coincide with any of

the equilibria under V (as v is played with positive probability). Therefore, by McLennan (1998),

it must be that common value agents are better off under one of the equilibria under V than under

M .

(ii.c) Veto strictly FIP Dominates Unanimity when φR < φ4. As is clear from part (i), V and

U are equivalent in the presence of private value agents. Therefore, we need to show that V strictly

FIP Dominates U for the realizations of the type profile for which there are only common value

agents. Given that V has two equilibria and that one reproduces the equilibrium under U , this can

only happen if the ex ante utility of agents is strictly higher under the equilibrium characterized in

Proposition 2 than in the equilibrium in Proposition 3. This is indeed the case, as will be shown

in the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Proposition 5. The proof consists of two parts, corresponding to cases (i) β > 0 and

(ii) β = 0.

(i) If β > 0, the probability that there is a private value agent as n −→ ∞ converges to one.

Given that σ∗v (zP ) = 1, we have that Veto implements the FIP Criterion is equal to 1.

(ii) If β = 0, there are only common value agents. First, it is easy to see that φ3, φ4 →
n→∞

∞.

Hence, for the equilibrium characterized in Proposition 2, we have that for any φR and φB , in

the limit σ∗v (z) = 0 ∀z ∈ {zR, zB}. The equilibrium with Veto will therefore coincide with the
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equilibrium under Majority. We know from Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1998) that, when β = 0,

Majority aggregates information perfectly in the limit.21 Hence, Veto aggregates information

perfectly too.

Proof of Theorem 2.

For this proof, we assume that the equilibrium characterized in Proposition 2 is the relevant one

under Veto. As already mentioned, the equilibrium of Proposition 3 is also the unique equilibrium

under Unanimity (see the Supplementary Appendix for a full characterization). If agents play this

equilibrium under Veto, then welfare is always identical under Veto and Unanimity.

First, note that both system deliver identical outcomes when ∃i s.t. zi = zP or φB ≥ φ4. All

agents are then equally well off ex post in these cases. Hence, this also hold at the interim stage.

Now consider zi 6= zP ∀i and φB < φ4. The game is equivalent to the pure common-value game

(i.e. β = 0). Yet, even if all agents have the same preferences over outcomes, they have private

information about the state of nature ω. In that case, they may have different expected utility.

We need to show that, for all φR, φB , and n, and for all possible realizations of z (conditional on

zi 6= zP ∀i) the following condition holds:

Ez,ω
[
uz(D(σ∗V , z), ω)

]
≥ Ez,ω

[
uz(D(σ∗U , z), ω)

]
(11)

for z = zB , zR, and with strict inequality for some z. We show that, except for zR-agents when

φB ∈ (φ3, φ4], condition (11) is always strictly satisfied. We split the proof in 5 steps.

Step 1: zB-agents when φB ∈ [1, φ4].

Here, we show that a zB-agent is strictly better off for φB ∈ [φ1, φ3], and equally well off for

φB ∈ (φ3, φ4]. First, see that the interim utility of a zB agent in that case is :

Ez,ω
[
uzB (D(σ∗Ψ, z), ω)

]
= −Pr(ωR|zB) Pr(B|ωR, σ∗Ψ)− Pr(ωB |zB) Pr(R|ωB , σ∗Ψ)

= − 1

1 + φB
+

Pr(R|ωR, σ∗Ψ)− φB Pr(R|ωB , σ∗Ψ)

1 + φB

where Pr(D|ω, σ∗Ψ) is the probability that D is selected in state ω under voting system Ψ, for the

associated equilibrium strategy profile σ∗Ψ.

Under U , the strategy of a zB-agent is σ∗Ur (zB) = α∗, and σ∗Uv (zB) = 1 − α∗. If she plays
v, then the decision is B for sure, and her expected utility is minus the probability to be in state

ωR conditional on being type zB , that is − 1
1+φB

. As she is indifferent between playing r and v, it

must be that

Ez,ω
[
uzB (D(σ∗U , z), ω)

]
=

−1

1 + φB

Under V , we consider the three parts in turn. First, when φB ∈ (φ3, φ4], the strategy of a

zB-agent is σ∗Vb (zB) = 1 − δ∗, and σ∗Vv (zB) = δ∗. Using the same logic as with unanimity, we

21Our setup is different than Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1998)’s. Yet, the proof, which is available
upon request, is almost identical.
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have that in that case zB-agent have the same expected utility:

Ez,ω
[
uzB (D(σ∗V , z), ω)

]
=

−1

1 + φB

Second, when φB ∈ [φ1, φ3], a zB-agent plays b with probability 1 (that is, δ
∗ = 0). Hence, we

have

Ez,ω
[
uzB (D(σ∗V , z), ω)

]
=

−1

1 + φB
+

Pr(xr ≥ n+1
2 |ωR, σ

∗V )− φB Pr(xr ≥ n+1
2 |ωB , σ

∗V )

1 + φB
.

Given that GV (v|zB) < 0, we have that condition (11) is strictly satisfied. Note the revealed

preference argument: the agent could always ensure a level of expected utility equal to −1
1+φB

by

vetoing. If she does not do it, she will not be worse off as a result.

Third, when φB ∈ (1, φ1], the strategy of a zB-agent is σ∗Vr (zB) = η∗, and σ∗Vb (zB) = 1− η∗.
We thus have:

Ez,ω
[
uzB (D(σ∗V , z), ω)

]
= η∗

(
−1

1 + φB
+

Pr(xr ≥ n−1
2 |ωR, σ

∗V )− φB Pr(xr ≥ n−1
2 |ωB , σ

∗V )

1 + φB

)
+ (1− η∗)

(
−1

1 + φB
+

Pr(xr ≥ n+1
2 |ωR, σ

∗V )− φB Pr(xr ≥ n+1
2 |ωB , σ

∗V )

1 + φB

)
.

Notice that

Pr(xr ≥ n+ 1

2
|ωR, σ∗V )− φB Pr(xr ≥

n+ 1

2
|ωB , σ∗V ) = −GV (v|zB), and

Pr(xr ≥ n− 1

2
|ωR, σ∗V )− φB Pr(xr ≥

n− 1

2
|ωB , σ∗V ) = −GV (v|zB) +GV (r|zB).

Given that GV (v|zB) < 0 and that GV (r|zB) = 0 in equilibrium, we have that

Ez,ω
[
uzB (D(σ∗V , z), ω)

]
>

−1

1 + φB
.

Hence, condition (11) is satisfied. The same revealed preference argument as above holds.

Step 2: zR-agents when φB ∈ [φ1, φ2].

Under U , a zR-agent always plays r, and her interim utility is (for all values of φB):

Ez,ω
[
uzR(D(σ∗U , z), ω)

]
=
−φR

1 + φR
+
φR Pr(xr = n− 1|ωR, σ∗U )− Pr(xr = n− 1|ωB , σ∗U )

1 + φR
. (12)

Under V , the strategy of a zR-agent is σ∗Vr (zR) = 1. Hence, her interim utility is:

Ez,ω
[
uzR(D(σ∗V , z), ω)

]
=
−φR

1 + φR
+
φR Pr(xr ≥ n−1

2 |ωR, σ
∗V )− Pr(xr ≥ n−1

2 |ωB , σ
∗V )

1 + φR
. (13)
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For condition (11) to be satisfied, we need:

φR Pr(xr ≥ n−1
2 |ωR, σ

∗V )− Pr(xr ≥ n−1
2 |ωB , σ

∗V ) ≥
φR Pr(xr = n− 1|ωR, σ∗U )− Pr(xr = n− 1|ωB , σ∗U ),

which becomes:

∑n−1

j=n−1
2

(
n−1
j

) [φR(φR(φB−1))j(φR−1)n−1−j−(φB−1)j(φB(φR−1))n−1−j]
(φBφR−1)n−1 ≥

φR(φR(φB−1)+(φR−1)α∗)n−1−((φB−1)+φB(φR−1)α∗)n−1

(φBφR−1)n−1 .

We can then rewrite the LHS as

(φR − 1)
n−1

(φBφR − 1)n−1

n−1∑
j=n−1

2

(
n− 1

j

)(
φB − 1

φR − 1

)j [
(φR)

j+1 − (φB)
n−1−j

]
.

We can also distribute the RHS, and group it similarly as the LHS:

(φR − 1)
n−1

(φBφR − 1)n−1

n−1∑
0

(
n− 1

j

)(
φB − 1

φR − 1

)j
(α∗)

n−1−j
[
(φR)

j+1 − (φB)
n−1−j

]
.

We therefore need to show:

∑n−1

j=n−1
2

(
n−1
j

) (φB−1
φR−1

)j [
(φR)

j+1 − (φB)
n−1−j

]
>∑n−1

0

(
n−1
j

) (φB−1
φR−1

)j
(α∗)

n−1−j
[
(φR)

j+1 − (φB)
n−1−j

] (14)

We can now compare these two sums term by term (recall that here φB ∈ [φ1, φ2]) and show

that the LHS terms are always larger that the RHS terms. First, observe that the terms in j = n−1

cancel out. Second, for j ∈ [n−1
2 , n− 1), note that from φB ≤ φ2 ≡ (φR)

n+1
n−1 , we have that

(φR)
j+1 ≥ (φB)

n−1−j
,

with strict inequality for j > n−1
2 . Since α∗ < 1, the LHS terms are strictly higher than the RHS

terms ∀ j ∈ [n−1
2 , n− 1). Third, for j < n−1

2 , note that from φB ≥ φ1 ≡ (φR)
n−1
n+1 , we have that

(φR)
j+1 ≤ (φB)

n−1−j
,

with strict inequality for j < n−3
2 . So, all the respective terms on the RHS are negative and they

are equal to 0 in the LHS.

Step 3: zR-agents when φB ∈ (φ2, φ3].

Under U, the interim utility of a zR-agent is still given by (12) . Under V, the strategy of a
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zR-agent is σ∗Vr (zR) = 1− ε∗ and σ∗Vb (zR) = ε∗. Hence, her interim utility is:

Ez,ω
[
uzR(D(σ∗V , z), ω)

]
= (1− ε∗)

(
−φR

1 + φR
+
φR Pr(xr ≥ n−1

2 |ωR, σ
∗V )− Pr(xr ≥ n−1

2 |ωB , σ
∗V )

1 + φR

)
+ε∗

(
−φR

1 + φR
+
φR Pr(xr ≥ n+1

2 |ωR, σ
∗V )− Pr(xr ≥ n+1

2 |ωB , σ
∗V )

1 + φR

)
.

Since zR-agents are randomizing, the two parentheses must be equal in equilibrium (which requires

φR Pr(xr = n−1
2 |ωR, σ

∗V ) = Pr(xr = n−1
2 |ωB , σ

∗V )). Therefore, condition (11) is satisfied iff

φR Pr(xr ≥
n+ 1

2
|ωR, σ∗V )−Pr(xr ≥

n+ 1

2
|ωB , σ∗V ) ≥ φR Pr(xr = n−1|ωR, σ∗U )−Pr(xr = n−1|ωB , σ∗U ).

Note that

(φRφB − 1)n−1

(
φR Pr(xr ≥

n+ 1

2
|ωR, σ∗V )− Pr(xr ≥

n+ 1

2
|ωB , σ∗V )

)
=

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n− 1

j

)
(1− ε∗)j(φB − 1)j

[
(φR)

j+1
(ε∗φR(φB − 1) + (φR − 1))

n−1−j

− (ε∗(φB − 1) + φB(φR − 1))
n−1−j

]
.

We know that the term in j = n−1
2 is nil (because it corresponds to GV (r|zR), which is nil at this

equilibrium) and it is trivial to show that the equivalent terms in j < n−1
2 are strictly negative.

Therefore, we have that:

(φRφB − 1)n−1

(
φR Pr(xr ≥

n+ 1

2
|ωR, σ∗V )− Pr(xr ≥

n+ 1

2
|ωB , σ∗V )

)
>

n−1∑
j=0

(
n− 1

j

)
((1− ε∗)(φB − 1))

j

[
(φR)

j+1
(ε∗φR(φB − 1) + (φR − 1))

n−1−j

− (ε∗(φB − 1) + φB(φR − 1))
n−1−j

]
.

Using the Binomial Theorem, this can be rewritten as

(φRφB − 1)n−1

(
φR Pr(xr ≥

n+ 1

2
|ωR, σ∗V )− Pr(xr ≥

n+ 1

2
|ωB , σ∗V )

)
> φR [φR(φB − 1) + (φR − 1)]

n−1 − [(φB − 1) + φB(φR − 1)]
n−1

.

Therefore, condition (11) is satisfied if

φR [φR(φB − 1) + (φR − 1)]
n−1 − [(φB − 1) + φB(φR − 1)]

n−1

≥ φR [φR(φB − 1) + (φR − 1)α∗]
n−1 − ((φB − 1) + φB(φR − 1)α∗)

n−1
.

To prove that this is always satisfied, we derive the RHS with respect to α∗ and use the fact that

GU (v|zB) = 0 in equilibrium requires

[φR(φB − 1) + (φR − 1)α∗] = φ
1

n−1
B [(φB − 1) + φB(φR − 1)α∗] .
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First, the derivative of the RHS with respect to α∗ is

(n− 1)(φR − 1)
[
φR [φR(φB − 1) + (φR − 1)α∗]

n−2 − φB ((φB − 1) + φB(φR − 1)α∗)
n−2
]
> 0.

Substituting for GU (v|zB) = 0, this condition boils down to

φRφ
−1
n−1
B > 1,

which is always strictly satisfied when φB < φ4.

Step 4: zR-agents when φB ∈ (φ3, φ4).

Recall that the strategy that maximizes ex ante welfare in a common value game must be

an equilibrium (McLennan, 1998). There are two possible candidates: the equilibria described in

Proposition 2 and the one in Proposition 3, which reproduces the equilibrium with unanimity. We

first show that the equilibrium characterized in Proposition 2 strictly ex ante dominates Unanimity.

We do this by constructing a (non-equilibrium) strategy profile that implies higher interim utility

for both agents that equilibrium that under the Proposition 3 equilibrium.

Assume zR-agents play r, and zB-agents play b with probability α∗ and v with probability

1 − α∗, where α∗ is the equilibrium probability with which they play r at the Proposition 3

equilibrium.

zR-agents are better of if

∑n−1

j=n−1
2

(
n−1
j

) [φR(φR(φB−1))j(α∗(φR−1))n−1−j−(φB−1)j(α∗φB(φR−1))n−1−j]
(φBφR−1)n−1 ≥

φR(φR(φB−1)+(φR−1)α∗)n−1−((φB−1)+φB(φR−1)α∗)n−1

(φBφR−1)n−1 .

We can then rewrite the LHS as

(φR − 1)
n−1

(φBφR − 1)n−1

n−1∑
j=n−1

2

(
n− 1

j

)(
φB − 1

φR − 1

)j
(α∗)

n−1−j
[
(φR)

j+1 − (φB)
n−1−j

]
.

We can also distribute the RHS, and group it similarly as the LHS:

(φR − 1)
n−1

(φBφR − 1)n−1

n−1∑
0

(
n− 1

j

)(
φB − 1

φR − 1

)j
(α∗)

n−1−j
[
(φR)

j+1 − (φB)
n−1−j

]
.

And it is obvious that the condition holds strictly since we have that (φR)
j+1 ≤ (φB)

n−1−jfor

all j ≤ n−3
2 since φB ≥ φ3 ≡ (φR)

n+1
n−1 .

zB-agents are better off if

∑n−1

j=n−1
2

(
n−1
j

) [(φR(φB−1))j(α∗(φR−1))n−1−j−φB(φB−1)j(α∗φB(φR−1))n−1−j]
(φBφR−1)n−1 ≥

(φR(φB−1)+(φR−1)α∗)n−1−φB((φB−1)+φB(φR−1)α∗)n−1

(φBφR−1)n−1 .
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We can then rewrite the LHS as

(φR − 1)
n−1

(φBφR − 1)n−1

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n− 1

j

)(
φB − 1

φR − 1

)j
(α∗)

n−1−j
[
(φR)

j − (φB)
n−j
]
.

We can also distribute the RHS, and group it similarly as the LHS:

(φR − 1)
n−1

(φBφR − 1)n−1

n−1∑
0

(
n− 1

j

)(
φB − 1

φR − 1

)j
(α∗)

n−1−j
[
(φR)

j − (φB)
n−j
]
.

And it is obvious that the condition holds since we have that: (φR)
j ≤ (φB)

n−jfor all j ≤ n−1
2

since φB ≥ φ3 ≡ (φR)
n+1
n−1 .

Hence, it must be that Veto strictly ex ante dominates Unanimity when φB ∈ (φ3, φ4). Finally,

since zB-agents are equally well off under Veto (Step 1) and Unanimity, it must be that zR-agents

are strictly better off.

Step 5: zR-agents when φB ∈ (1, φ1).

First we use η∗ and α∗ (from Propositions 2 and 7) to derive the probabilities that the reform

is adopted (conditional on the agent being zR) in each state under both rules (remember that

σ∗Vr (zR) = 1 = σ∗Ur (zR) in the case under consideration). Denoting by ΩΨ (ω) the probability

that the reform is adopted in state ω under voting system Ψ, we have

ΩV (ωR) ≡ Pr(xr ≥
n− 1

2
and xv = 0|ωR, σ∗V )

=
1(

(φB)
2n
n−1 − 1

)n−1

n−1∑
j=n−1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(φB)

j n+1n−1

[
(φB − 1)

j
(

(φB)
n+1
n−1 − 1

)n−1−j
]
,

ΩV (ωB) ≡ Pr(xr ≥
n− 1

2
and xv = 0|ωB , σ∗V )

=
1(

(φB)
2n
n−1 − 1

)n−1

n−1∑
j=n−1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(φB)

n−1−j
[
(φB − 1)

j
(

(φB)
n+1
n−1 − 1

)n−1−j
]
,

ΩU (ωR) ≡ Pr(xr = n− 1|ωR, σ∗U ) = φB
(φB − 1)n−1

((φB)
n

n−1 − 1)n−1
, and

ΩU (ωB) ≡ Pr(xr = n− 1|ωB , σ∗U ) =
(φB − 1)n−1

((φB)
n

n−1 − 1)n−1
.

Note that they are all independent from φR.

The interim utility of a zR-agent is given by (13) and (12) under Veto and Unanimity, respec-

tively. Therefore, Ez,ω
[
uzR(D(σ∗V , z), ω)

]
− Ez,ω

[
uzR(D(σ∗U , z), ω)

]
is given by

φRΩV (ωR)− ΩV (ωB)

1 + φR
− φRΩU (ωR)− ΩU (ωB)

1 + φR

From step 2, we know that Ez,ω
[
uzR(D(σ∗V , z), ω)

]
> Ez,ω

[
uzR(D(σ∗U , z), ω)

]
when φB = φ1.
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To prove that this inequality holds for any φB ∈ (1, φR) , it is suffi cient to prove that it is satisfied

for any φR larger than the φR such that φB = φ1. Given that ΩΨ (ω) is independent of φR for

all Ψ and ω, a suffi cient condition for Ez,ω
[
uzR(D(σ∗V , z), ω)

]
> Ez,ω

[
uzR(D(σ∗U , z), ω)

]
to be

satisfied for larger φR is that ΩV (ωR) ≥ ΩU (ωR). Hence, we need to prove that the following

inequality is satisfied when φB ∈ (1, φ1):

n−1∑
j=n−1

2

(
n−1
j

)[(φB−1)φ
n+1
n−1
B

]j[(
φ
n+1
n−1
B −1

)]n−1−j
(
φ

2n
n−1
B −1

)n−1 > φB
(φB−1)n−1

((φB)
n

n−1−1)n−1
.

This boils down to

n−1∑
j=n−1

2

(
n−1
j

) [
(φB − 1)φ

n+1
n−1
B

]j [(
φ
n+1
n−1
B − 1

)]n−1−j
> φB((φB)

n
n−1 + 1)n−1(φB − 1)n−1

Using Lemma 1 (in this Appendix), we can substitute for
(
φ
n+1
n−1
B − 1

)
and cancel the terms

in (φB − 1)
n−1

. This gives:

n−1∑
j=n−1

2

(
n−1
j

)
φ
j n+1n−1
B

[
(n+1
n−1φ

1
n−1
B

]n−1−j
> φB((φB)

n
n−1 + 1)n−1

Using the Binomial Theorem, we have

n−1∑
j=n−1

2

(
n−1
j

)
φ
j n
n−1
B

[
n+1
n−1

]n−1−j
>

n−1∑
k=0

(
n−1
k

)
(φB)

k n
n−1

Given that the terms in j = n− 1 = k cancel out, we can focus on j < n− 1 and k < n− 1. Note

that, for all j < n− 1

[
n+1
n−1

]n−1−j
=
[
1 + 2

n−1

]n−1−j
=

[
1 +

2(n−1−j)
n−1

n−1−j

]n−1−j
≥ 1 + n−1−j

n−1
2

(Indeed, for x ≥ −1 and r ∈ R\ (0, 1) , we know that (1 + x)
r ≥ 1 + rx is satisfied). Thus, it is

suffi cient to show that:

n−2∑
j=n−1

2

(
n−1
j

)
φ
j n
n−1
B

(
1 + n−1−j

n−1
2

)
>
n−2∑
k=0

(
n−1
k

)
(φB)

k n
n−1 ,

or
n−2∑
j=n−1

2

(n−1)!
(n−1−j)!j!

(
n−1−j
n−1
2

)
(φB)

j n
n−1 >

n−3
2∑

k=0

(n−1)!
(n−1−k)!k! (φB)

k n
n−1 .

Let us compare the terms two-by-two in the following order: j = n−1
2 with k =n−3

2 , j = n+1
2

with k = n−5
2 , j = n+3

2 with k = n−7
2 , ... and j = n− 2 with k = 0. This comparison boils down
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to:
n−1−j
n−1
2

(n−1)!
(n−1−j)!j! ≥

(n−1)!
(j+1)!(n−1−j−1)! .

Simple algebra gives j ≥ n−1
2 − 1, which is satisfied since we consider all j ∈ {n−1

2 , n+1
2 , ..., n− 2}.

Lemma 1 For all x ≥ 1, n > 1, we have that(
x
n+1
n−1 − 1

)
≥ n+1

n−1

(
x

n
n−1 − x 1

n−1

)
.

Proof. Let us denote the
(
x
n+1
n−1 − 1

)
by f(x), and n+1

n−1

(
x

n
n−1 − x 1

n−1

)
by g(x).

Note that (i) f(1) = g(1) = 0, and (ii) f(x) > 0, g(x) > 0 for all x > 1, and n > 1. Therefore,

it is suffi cient to prove that f ′(x) ≥ g′(x) for all x ≥ 1, and n > 1. Taking the first derivatives, we

obtain

f ′(x) = n+1
n−1x

2
n−1 , and

g′(x) = n+1
n−1

[
n
n−1x

1
n−1 − 1

n−1x
1

n−1−1
]
.

Thus, we have that f ′(x) ≥ g′(x) if

x
2

n−1

x
1

n−1
≥ n

n−1
x

1
n−1

x
1

n−1
− 1

n−1
x

1
n−1−1

x
1

n−1
,

which simplifies to (n− 1)x
1

n−1 ≥ n − x−1. Denoting (n− 1)x
1

n−1 by h (x) and
(
n− x−1

)
by

k (x) , we have that

h′(x) = x
1

n−1−1, and

k′(x) = x−2.

Therefore, for all x > 1, n > 1, we have h′(x) > k′(x). Given that h(1) = k(1) = n − 1, we have

that, for all x > 1, n > 1, h (x) > k (x) and thus that f(x) ≥ g(x).

Supplementary Appendix (not for publication)

Threshold for equilibrium behavior

We define the four thresholds φ1, φ2, φ3 and φ4 (as functions of φR and n) for the values of φB at

which equilibrium behavior “changes”, and prove that 1 < φ1 < φ2 ≤ φ3 ≤ φ4 <∞.

Each threshold corresponds to a set of equilibrium conditions: φ1 corresponds to G(r|zB) = 0

when σr (zR) = 1 and σb (zB) = 1, φ2 corresponds to G(r|zR) = 0 when σr (zR) = 1 and σb (zB) =
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1, φ4 corresponds to G(r|zR) = 0 when σr (zR) = 1 and σv (zB) = 1. These three thresholds can

be solved for in closed form:

φ1 = (φR)
n−1
n+1 , φ2 = (φR)

n+1
n−1 , φ4 = (φR)

n−1
,

and it is straightforward to see that for all couples (n, φR), we have 1 < φ1 < φ2 ≤ φ4 <∞.

The remaining threshold φ3 corresponds to G(v|zB) = 0 when σb (zR) = ε∗, and σb (zB) = 1.22

It is implicitly defined by:

φ3 = φn−1
R

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(1− ε∗)j (φ3 − 1)

j
(
ε∗ (φ3 − 1) + (φR−1)

φR

)n−1−j

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(1− ε∗)j (φ3 − 1)

j
(ε∗ (φ3 − 1) + φ3 (φR − 1))

n−1−j

where ε∗ = ε̄, if ε̄ = φ3(1−φR)−(φR)
n+1
n−1 (1−φR)

φR(1−φ3)−φ
− n+1
n−1

R (1−φ3)

∈ [0, 1] and ε∗ = 0 otherwise. We need to show that

φ2 ≤ φ3 ≤ φ4.

First, note that when n = 3, this expression simplifies to φ3 = φn−1
R , and φ2 = φ3 = φ4. To

study the case where n > 3, we construct the following function of φ, of which φ3 is a zero:

g(φ) = φ− φn−1
R

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(1− ε∗)j (φ− 1)

j
(
ε∗ (φ− 1) + (φR−1)

φR

)n−1−j

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(1− ε∗)j (φ− 1)

j
(ε∗ (φ− 1) + φ (φR − 1))

n−1−j
(15)

And we show that this function is (i) strictly positive above φ4; (ii) strictly negative below φ2; from

which we conclude that it has a zero between φ2 and φ4. First, g(φ) > 0 for all φ ≥ φ4 = φn−1
R

because the denominator in the RHS of (15) is always strictly larger than the numerator when

n > 3. Second, to see that g(φ) < 0 for all φ ≤ φ2, note that when φ ≤ φ2 then ε
∗ = 0. Hence,

g(φ) < 0 simplifies to:

φ

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(φ− 1)

j
(φ (φR − 1))

n−1−j
< φn−1

R

n−1∑
j=n+1

2

(
n−1
j

)
(φ− 1)

j

(
(φR − 1)

φR

)n−1−j
,

which can be shown to hold term by term. We have:

φ
(
n−1
j

)
(φ− 1)

j
(φ (φR − 1))

n−1−j
< φn−1

R

(
n−1
j

)
(φ− 1)

j

(
(φR − 1)

φR

)n−1−j
,

which simplifies to:

φn−j < φjR.

22Note that for φB > φ3, we have G (v|zB) > 0.
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Figure 2: All possible classes of (symmetric) strategy profiles. Strategy xy for agents of
type z means that they play x and y with (strictly) positive probability.

Since we consider here φ ≤ φ2 = (φR)
n+1
n−1 , it is enough to show that (φR)

n+1
n−1 ≤ (φR)

j
n−j . or,

equivalently, that n+1
n−1 ≤

j
n−j . This last equality is satisfied since we are considering j ≥

n+1
2 .

And, by continuity of g(φ), we have that φ2 ≤ φ3 ≤ φ4.

Finally, note that we prove that φ3 is unique in Part (iv) of the proof of Proposition 2.

No Other Equilibria

We show that there cannot be other responsive symmetric equilibria than those described in Propo-

sitions 2 and 3. The proof is rather straightforward, but quite tedious, so we organize it with the

following matrix that considers all the possible classes of (symmetric) strategy profiles. Possible

classes of strategy for an agent are given by: {r, rb, b, bv, v, brv, rv}, where for instance rb means

that this agent plays r and b (but not v) with strictly positive probability.

We show in five steps that the only possible equilibria correspond to the equilibria described

in Propositions 2 (cells “BLM”) and 3 (cells “FP”).

First, note that if agent zB play r with positive probability at equilibrium, it must be the case

that agent zR plays r with probability 1. This is just because signals are informative. Formally,

from equations (7), (5), and (6) we have:

G(r|zB) ≥ 0⇒ G(r|zR) > 0,

and

G(r|zB) ≥ G(v|zB)⇒ G(r|zR) > G(v|zR).

Similarly, if agent zR plays v with positive probability, then agent zB plays v with probability 1.

These two restrictions rule out the cases corresponding to the shaded cells with reference "info".

Second, we can rule out a series of remaining cases where the strategy profile is not responsive.

These are the cells in dark grey.
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Third, from the characterization of the equilibrium in Proposition 2, we have that: (i) if agents

zB play v with probability 1, then agents zR can only be pivotal if all agents receive a signal zR.

In which case they strictly prefer to play r. We can therefore rule out these profiles as well. The

corresponding cells are shaded and labelled “Prop 2”.

Fourth, from (7), it is easy to show that, if agents zB play bv or brv, then zR plays r with

probability 1 only if φB ≤ φ2. Yet, for φB ≤ φ2, we can prove from (6) that G (v|zB) < 0, a

contradiction. We can therefore rule out these profiles as well. The corresponding cells are shaded

and labelled “no veto”.

Finally, the remaining cells correspond to the two equilibria we have characterized. And we

have shown that they are both unique within their strategy profile class.

Unanimity

We characterize the unique responsive equilibrium under Unanimity. Doing so, we extend the

equilibrium characterization in Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1998) to biased information structure

and the possible presence of a private value agent.

As under voting system V , zP -agents strictly prefers to play v, i.e. σUv (zP ) = 1, in any

responsive symmetric equilibrium under U. It is therefore straightforward to extend Proposition 1

to U, and prove that common-value agents always behave as if all agents have common values:

Proposition 6 For any value of β ∈ [0, 1], σ∗U is a responsive symmetric equilibrium under

Unanimity if and only if:

i) private-value agents veto the reform,

ii) common-value agents play σ0U , where σ0U is a responsive symmetric equilibrium of the game

when β = 0.

Proof. Identical to that of Proposition 1.

As for Veto, this Proposition greatly simplifies the equilibrium analyzing by allowing us to

focus on the pure common-value game in which β = 0. This is exactly what we do in the remainder

of this appendix.

Pivot Probabilities and Expected Payoffs

Under Unanimity, a vote for v is pivotal if and only if, without that vote, the group decision is

B but, with that vote, it becomes R. This happens when no other agent is casting a v-vote (i.e.

xv = 0). In this case, we say that the vote is pivotal in favor of R. As we do under Veto, we denote

this event in state ω by pivω,UB . The probability of that event depends on expected vote shares,

which in turn depends on the state of the world and agent strategies. We denote Pr(pivω,UB ) the
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probability to be pivotal in favor of R in state ω under voting system U . Formally:

Pr(pivω,UB ) = (τωr )
n−1 (16)

A vote for r cannot be pivotal. Indeed, there is no combination of other agents’vote such

that the decision is B without this vote and becomes R with it. In fact, either xv > 0 and the

“current”outcome can no longer be changed, or xv = 0, which implies xr = n − 1 > xb = 0, and

the “current” outcome is R. Finally, a vote for r cannot be pivotal in favor of B as it is a vote

against B. Remember that b is not an available action under U .

From (1) , we have that the expected payoff of actions v for an agent of type z ∈ {zR, zB}

under voting system U is

GU (v|z) = Pr(ωB |z) Pr(pivωB ,UB )− Pr(ωR|z) Pr(pivωR,UB ), (17)

and the expected payoff of actions r for an agent with signal z ∈ {zR, zB} under voting system U

is

GU (r|z) = 0. (18)

Equilibrium Voting Behavior

The following proposition extends the equilibrium characterization in Feddersen and Pesendorfer

(1998) to possibly biased information structures and the possible presence of a private value voter.

Proposition 7 The following strategy profile is the unique responsive symmetric equilibrium under

Unanimity:

(i) if φB < φ4, then

σ∗Ur (zR) = 1,

σ∗Ur (zB) = α∗, and σ∗Uv (zB) = 1− α∗.

with α∗ =
(φB−1)

(
φR−(φB)

1
n−1

)
(φR−1)

(
(φB)

1
n−1 φB−1

) ∈ [0, 1).

(ii) if φB ≥ φ4, then

σ∗Ur (zR) = 1, and σ∗Uv (zB) = 1.

Proof. The proof is in two parts. First, we characterize the equilibrium when φB ≤ (φR)
n−1

= φ4.

Second, we characterize the equilibrium when (φR)
n−1

< φB . Proving uniqueness is tedious but

straightforward. We therefore omit the details of that part.
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(i): φB ∈ (1, φ4). For that set of parameter values, we conjecture that the following strategy

profile

σUr (zR) = 1,

σUr (zB) = α∗, and σUv (zB) = 1− α∗,

with α∗ =
(φB−1)

(
φR−(φB)

1
n−1

)
(φR−1)

(
(φB)

1
n−1 φB−1

) , constitutes an equilibrium.
This requires (i.a) G(v|zR) ≤ 0, and (i.b) G(v|zB) = 0. From G(v|zR) ≤ G(v|zB) and (i.a), we

have that condition (i.b) is necessarily satisfied. From (17) , we have that (i.a) is satisfied when:

Pr(pivωB ,UB )− φR Pr(pivωR,UB ) = 0.

From (16) , and τω,Ur = Pr(zR|ω) + α∗ Pr(zB |ω), this boils down to

(
φR (φB − 1) + α∗ (φR − 1)

(φB − 1) + α∗φB (φR − 1)

)n−1

= φB .

Therefore, we have that

α∗ =
(φB − 1)

(
φR − (φB)

1
n−1
)

(φR − 1)
(

(φB)
1

n−1 φB − 1
) .

From φB ∈ (1, φ4) , we have that (φB − 1)
(
φR − (φB)

1
n−1
)
> 0, which boils down to φn−1

R >

φB (satisfied by assumption in the case under consideration). We also have that (φR − 1)
(

(φB)
1

n−1 φB − 1
)
>

0. Therefore, α∗ > 0. Finally, we have that (φR − 1)
(

(φB)
1

n−1 φB − 1
)
> (φB − 1)

(
φR − (φB)

1
n−1
)
.

Therefore α∗ < 1.

(ii): φ4 ≤ φB . For that set of parameter values, we conjecture that the following strategy

profile

σr (zR) = 1, and σv (zB) = 1.

constitutes an equilibrium. This requires (ii.a) G(v|zR) ≤ 0, and (ii.b) G(v|zB) ≥ 0.

First, we discuss condition (ii.a). From (17) , we have that condition (ii.a) is satisfied if

Pr(pivωBB )− φR Pr(pivωRB ) ≤ 0.

From (16) , and τωr = Pr(zR|ω), this boils down to (φR)
n ≥ 1, which is always satisfied.

Second, we discuss condition (ii.b) From (17) , we have that condition (ii.b) is satisfied if

φB Pr(pivωBB )− Pr(pivωRB ) ≥ 0.
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From (16) , and τωr = p (zR|ω) , this boils down to φB ≥ (φR)
n−1, which is satisfied by assumption

in the case under consideration.

The intuition is easier to grasp by first explaining why and when zR-agents voting r and zB-

agents voting v is not an equilibrium (i.e. φB < φ4). Consider an agent who receives signal zB . She

believes, but is not sure, that B is a better decision than R. When deciding which vote to cast, she

only focuses on situations in which her vote is pivotal. Under Unanimity, this only happens when

all other agents vote for r (event pivωB). If zR-agents vote r and zB-agents vote v, this happens

if all other agents have received a signal zR, which is more likely to happen in state ωR than in

state ωB . As long as the precision of the zB signal is not too high (i.e. φB < φ4), the joint event

(n − 1 zR-signals and 1 zB-signal) is also more likely in state ωR than in state ωB . She is thus

better overlooking her signal and voting for r. Therefore, zR-agents voting r and zB-agents voting

v cannot be an equilibrium in this case.

To understand why the equilibrium is in mixed strategies when φB < φ4, notice that when

zB-agents mix between r and v, the information content conditional on being pivotal decreases

(since zB-agents also vote r with positive probability, the fact of being pivotal no longer hinges

on all other agents having received zR-signals; hence, the posterior probability of being in state

ωR when being pivotal decreases). For σr (zB) large enough, this information content is too low

to convince zB-agents to overlook their signal. The equilibrium corresponds to the case where the

posterior probability of being in either state is equal, which makes agents indifferent between the

two actions.

For φB ≥ φ4, the precision of the zB signal is so high that a zB-agent remains convinced that

state ωB is more likely when all other agents received a zR-signal. In other words, a single zB

signal would suffi ce to convince an agent that could obverse the n signals and could decide for the

group to choose decision B. Hence, zR-agents voting r and zB-agents voting v is an equilibrium.

Note that there always is an n suffi ciently large such that this case does not arise.
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